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ABSTRACT 

The case of human development is taken as a para

digm for rights of development and duties to cause de

velopment. I argue that our standard intuitions about 

the moral status of infants presuppose that we ascribe 

genuine moral significance (including rights of develop

ment) to non-persons. A numb.r of considerations (both 

intuitive and formal) seem to lead to the thesis that 

there are no necessary conditions for membership in our 

moral community, or the nearly-equivalent thesis that 

certain sorts of potentiality are sufficient for rights 

of development. Both are tentatively defended throughout 

this work. 

In the theses suggested above, both the logical and 

physical possibility of the development in question would 

be necessary conditions for the applicability of rights 

of development or duties to cause development. I analyze 

and evaluate the general claim that potentiality is a 

ground for moral rights, and investigate whether the 

physical impossibility of becoming might block some of 

the supposed counterintuitive implications of potential

ity principles. 

I argue that identity conditions form metaphysical 

constraints on ethical potentiality principles, ruling 

5 



out the prescription of many kinds of "becoming" even 

with any thesis that potentiality entails rights of de

velopment. A crucial distinction is drawn between two 

ordinary-language senses of 'become'. 

I find no metaphysical grounds, and no specifically 

moral grounds, for considering ~ind membership (e.g., 

species) as morally significant per se, although it re

mains undecided whether there are reasons for such sig

nificance that are grounded in the practical constraints 

of application of moral principles. Changes of kind do 

not have significant implications for the limits of po

tentiality reasoning except inasfar as they are tied up 

with identity conditions of individuals. 

It is concluded that our considered intuitions a

bout the moral status of infant development could be gen

erated by several types of theory, all involving some 

sort of potentiality thesis, and that some potentiality 

theories are far less problematic than they initially 

appear to be. 

6 
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CHAPTER I 

THE ETHICAL PROBLEMS OF BECOMING 

1. The Problem of Human Development 

Human Beings do not come into the world as persons. 

They arrive a little less able to interact socially and 

morally with us than adult dogs and considerably less so than 

apes. Equipped, perhaps, with some rudimentary instincts of 

identification with their surrounding group, and with an 

undeniable propensity to learn language and take on the 

elements of our culture, they will nonetheless never develop 

into competent moral and social persons without positive 

nurture by their elders. It seems to be a matter of 

considerable agreement that human infants have a right to 

develop into full-fledged persons, or at least that it would 



be definitely wrong to withhold such development from them. 

That judgment, though, is not generated by most basic moral 

theories, and appears inconsistent with some. 

My purpose here is to examine the most plausible 

theoretical grounds for a right of infants to develop into 

persons and for similar rights of development in general, to 

determine whether any of these grounds must be considered to 

be part of our moral system. In doing this I shall 

unavoidably generate various implications for a number of 

other issues--the limits of the moral community, what kinds 

of beings have rights, which basic ethical theories may be 

defensible, and others--for these and the topic of my 

discussion are all interrelated. 

2. Some Related Issues 

Many traditional and contemporary ethical debates turn 

on these issues in one way or another. Obviously they are 

crucial to some of the questions about abortion, genetic 

8 



engineering, animal rights (and the moral status of other 

non-humans), children's rights, and various problems in 

medical ethics, including those concerning the treatment of 

reversibly incompetent patients, among others. 

Work on the issues of development and becoming has 

perhaps been hampered by a set of longstanding attitudes 

among moral philosophers. One such attitude has tended to 

largely relegate the discussion of becoming and potentiality 

9 

to the abortion debate, with an apparent accompanying 

assumption that it is a special, peripheral topic. Also, the 

nature of morally significant beings, their membership in 

natural kinds, and many significant traits of moral concern 

have been treated as fixed reference points, not as matters 

for which we can be held causally responsible. Likewise, 

development of persons and other beings has often not been 

adequately considered as an object of our choice and 

responsibility. 

This complacency with the supposed given in moral inquiry 

has recently been somewhat shaken by the enormous increase in 

our means of controlling nature and artificially creating 



things and kinds of things in what were previously thought of 

only as the province of nature. In a recent article intended 

as a prolegomenon to future work in biomedical ethics, K. 

Danner Clouser writes: 

•.• ethics deals with whatever is glven--the 
juxtaposition of starting pp.ints, human nature, a 
person's desires, hopes, aversions, etc ..•. However, 
biomedical ethics' major problems arise with our 
increaRing ability to change these "givens". This 
obviously raises questions about the status of the 
given. 1 

In the eighteenth century, Hume could, with a clear 

conscience, cite human nature as a stopping-place for moral 

inquiry, and Kant could write of "rational nature", with an 

easy avoidance of the issue of how we come to be rational, 

more understandable when nothing but humans could foreseeably 

1. Clouser, K. Danner. "Biomedical Ethics: Some 
Reflections and Exhortations," The Monist 60, p. 51. 

10 



even have the capacities for that status. Now we might come 

to hold similar views of the grounds for morality, but it 

cannot be without further investigation into the limits of 

moral assessment of our roles in creating the nature of 

beings. 

Genetic engineering is one of the most intriguing, and 

for most people, apparently, one of the most troubling, areas 

of recent human endeavor. With the recent and foreseeable 

developments in genetic technology comes an urgent need to 

find clear principles of what may and may not be legitimately 

done in determining how organisms will develop. In practice, 

the foreseeable range of human control over genetic 

determinations is rather limited compared with the enormous 

set of factors that go into making a future individual what 

it is. Still it is by no means negligible, and quite 

significant results have been produced, as in the creation of 

new strains of plants and microbes. Significant manipulation 

of human and higher animal genes to artificially determine 

development are certainly well within reach of the present 

technology. As a mere matter of principle, since all genetic 

11 



information is recorded in the cells through physical 

configurations of molecules, any and all of that information 

could be artificially written into the cells, just as, in 

principle, any of the exact words, vocal characteristics, 

musical pitches, timbres, etc., of a "live" film soundtrack 

could be generated by a meticulously hand-painted strip of 

light and dark patches, without historical contact with the 

actors and orchestras whose sounds it "reproduces". In 

principle, then, distinctively human capacities could be 

artificially programmed into non-human beings or omitted from 

the genetic determinations of selected humans, and, of 

course, through the inheritance of artificially-produced 

characteristics, subsequent populations would have had their 

"nature" to some extent created by human actions. 

Not only does the prospect of new ways of determining 

the development of organisms raise new moral questions and 

require us to find new ways of extending the applications of 

our moral principles, it also gives us new material for the 

process of comparing, evaluating, and refining those 

principles. For example, it is now easy to compose abundant 

12 



13 
thought experiments with not-so-remote plausibility as 

intuitive test cases for alleged moral principles. Michael 

Tooley's cat embryos (injected with a serum that will make 

2 
them develop person-traits) are less plausible and no more 

theoretically problematic than a wide range of cases that are 

more nearly, or completely, within our reach. At times 

during the course of this essay I shall appeal to those types 

of hypothetical cases to suggest intuitive challenges to 

various competing positions. 

Not only does our moral responsibility for a being's 

development and nature become problematic in relation to the 

biological sphere; similar issues may appear in our relations 

with inorganic beings, especially with the development of 

artificial intelligence. For example, suppose that a robot 

manufacturer were to start designing and building products 

that have not only the ability to calculate, converse with 

us, and do various tasks, but also complex patterns of 

2. H.J. McCloskey, "Rights," Philosophical Quarterly 15, 
pp. 115-127. 



human-like pleasure and pain behavior. Would we have duties 

not to unnecessarily elicit their pain responses? Is there a 

moral duty not to give them such characteristics? Based on 

some theories of the relevance of potentiality and interests 

in development, perhaps their builders would have a duty to 

endow all robots with these "higher" characteristics. (That 

surely would not be a reasonable result.) 

I mention technological innovations mainly for the sense 

of urgency and saliency which they have brought to some of 

the philosophical problems, especially in the awareness of 

the general public. The general problems are not essentially 

new ones, but the field of practical concern has widened into 

unfamiliar territory, and should now lead us also to 

re-examine some of what is familiar. 

As I have said, the focus here will be on only one 

element of the interrelated complex of problems. I shall 

explore one chain of reasoning leading to the evaluation of 

several possible theories regarding rights of human 

14 



development, but with the understanding that this issue is 

more intimately dependent than many on its relations to other 

pressing issues. 

3. Some Preliminary Considerations 

In order to specify more precisely the limits of this 

inquiry, it will be necessary to introduce some concepts 

which are crucial to its pursuit. First, I need to draw a 

distinction between two ways in which an ethical theory can 

generate prescriptions such as the ones with which I am now 

concerned. In addition to the theses which constitute the 

direct, central theory, itself, we often find philosophers 

using what I shall call auxiliary principles, amendments 

based on external or peripheral considerations, which are 

invoked to generate certain intuitive results omitted by the 

theory proper. 

As a paradigm of the invocation of auxiliary principles 

where the direct prescriptions seem inadequate, take Kant's 

15 



theory of ethics. Kant derives the categorical imperative 

with the assumption that all participants in the system are 

rational and autonomous. Without that rationality and 

autonomy there is no way to generate the Kantian derivation, 

so the theory is left with no basis for either duties or 

3 
rights of anything except autonomous rational agents. 

Still it is inaccurate to say that Kant, in connection with 

his theory, proposes no grounds for duties to infants and 

animals. It is certainly true that his theory, per se, gives 

not direct grounds for such duties, but he thinks that he can 

handle these sorts of cases through an appeal to peripheral 

constraints on the ethical system which require that we treat 

some beings outside the system similarly to those within the 

system in order to insure that we will uphold our duties to 

the latter. Our disposition is generally to think of some 

non-rational beings as being so closely analogous to 

ourselves that the acknowledgment, in practice, of the 

former's non-moral status would tend to jeopardize respect 

3. Immanuel Kant, Foundations of the Metaphysics of 
Morals, and other ethical writings. 

16 
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4 
for the moral law in regard to true moral beings. This is 

5 
the same type of account that is given by McCloskey and 

others with regard to our duties not to mistreat animals. 

Where potentiality considerations are invoked as grounds 

for full moral status, these often reflect a supposed 

peripheral constraint on whatever may be the central grounds 

for our moral duties. This is an auxiliary principle which 

tells us that moral consideration must be extended to those 

that only potentially have certain traits which are centrally 

relevant, as well as those that actually have those traits. 

Such auxiliary considerations may be used to try to 

determine matters which are left undetermined by the direct 

prescriptions of a theory. These considerations may be 

supplied by the requirements of metaphysics, logic, or the 

constraints of practical ethical reasons. Another example of 

4. Kant, "Duties to Animals and Spirits," translated by 
L. Infield, in Animal Rights and Human Obligations, edited by 
Tom Regan and Peter Singer, Englewood Cliffs, 1976, pp. 
122-123. 

5. H.J. McCloskey, "Rights," Philosophical Quarterly 15, 
pp 115-127. 

17 
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an auxiliary consideration would be Peter French's contention 

that corporations, among others, should be accorded top moral 

status, along with individuals, because of the constraints 

imposed by the theoretical characterization of persons as a 

6 
kind of entities. Actually, a large part of the process of 

resolving moral issues is involved with these sorts of 

principles as opposed to the direct defense and application 

of central moral principles. 

I have already used the word ~person' a number of times 

in contexts in which it should be clear that I intend it in 

the special, "morally relevant" sense. In once sense, 

'person' is simply synonymous with 'human being', but in this 

other sense it is used in talking about just those beings 

(human or perhaps also not) which have the characteristics 

necessary for full-fledged moral status--for the highest 

moral consideration and full membership in the moral system 

or community. Normally we think of persons, in that sense, 

as those individuals who at least have a certain degree of 

6. Peter A. French, "Kinds and Persons," Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research 44, pp. 241-254. 



rationality, true agency, autonomy of action, or at least a 

genuine capacity for autonomy, and similar related qualities. 

Although the concept of a person always has some 

normative component, I shall generally use it descriptively; 

a young child is not a person, because it does not have the 

descriptive person-qualities of rational autonomous agency 

and so on. At the same time it might be thought that the 

child is a person in another, purely normative, sense, 

conferring on it, or ascribing to it, full membership in our 

moral system. 

Throughout the chapters which follow, I shall discuss 

whether certain sorts of things have certain rights, and 

whether certain principles uphold our intuitions about who 

and what has those rights. However, I am not concerned with 

rights-theory in the way that many philosophers are. That 

is, I am not primarily concerned with the issues of how 

rights, as a moral category, are to be precisely delineated 

out of the surrounding territory of duties and related 

concepts, or just which sorts of things (can) have rights as 

opposed to participating in other similar relationships. I 

19 



certainly do not want to minimize the importance of those 

issues, but for my purposes here I shall use the word 'right' 

in a looser sense which leaves it indeterminate whether or 

not one's having a right consists entirely in someone else's 

having a duty of a certain sort, and which is also largely 

indeterminate as to which sorts of duties might constitute 

rights-relationships. I say "largely determinate" because 

there is one important restriction on the kinds of 'ought' 

judgements which could involve rights even in the loose sense 

in which I am using the word. That distinguishes a crucial 

concept in my inquiry. 

It is reasonable to think that the grounds for our moral 

duties are tied up with something residing in those to whom 

we have the duties. I.e., we are required to act in certain 

ways because of the interests, desires, needs, etc., of other 

beings which are in some way genuine determinants of value. 

Morality concerns the interactions of people with one another 

and with other sorts of things. It presupposes that certain 

20 



sorts of behavior in certain contexts genuinely make a 

difference to someone or something, or at least make a 

difference for someone or something. 

We could put all of our moral discourse in terms of a 

simple 'ought', e.g.: "Helen ought not to lock her husband in 

the cellar and feed him cat food"; "Herbert ought not to pour 

sugar in the fuel tank of his neighbor's car"; "People ought 

not to tie cats together by their tails and drape them over a 

clothesline". However, to say simply that we ought to do 

something, that we have a duty to do this or that, fails to 

reflect an important distinction in the kinds of 

relationships that hold between the parties involved in these 

cases. Surely the role which Helen's husband plays in the 

first judgment is different from the role play by the car in 

the second. We have duties to people, but not to cars. Cars 

and other relevantly similar things can be, in a sense, the 

objects of our duties, but only in terms of a secondary 

relationship based on the interests or other properties of 

what might be called primary, or direct, moral beings, such 

as people. All reasonable moral theories of which I am aware 

21 



acknowledge or presuppose a distinction like this that I am 

drawing between what I shall call direct and secondary moral 

relationships and moral relata. There is no such agreement, 

of course, on the issue of which sorts of things form the 

class of direct moral relata. That depends on the kind of 

theory, on the alleged grounds of moral duties. 

This concept of direct and secondary moral relationships 

is closely associated with the concept of moral rights. It 

would seem natural enough to suppose that only (and perhaps 

all) direct moral relationships could involve rights, 

although it is not immediately clear just how either class is 

constituted. For example, stemming from Feinberg's analysis 

of rights in terms of claiming and his arguments for 

7 
ascribing rights to animals, we find the problem of 

determining the proper limits to the class of things on whose 

behalf claims can be made. Either the ascription of rights 

'I. Joel Feinberg, "The Nature and Value of Rights," "The 
Rights of Animals and Unborn Generations," "Duties, Rights, 
and Claims," "Human Duties and Animal Rights," all reprinted 
in his Rights, Justice, and the Bounds of Liberty, Princeton, 
1980. 

22 



can be extended to all things which can in any sense have 

good or bad things happen to them or some proper criterion 

must be given for exclusion of those things which are held 

not to have rights. Feinberg's own restriction on the 

alleged class of rights-holders essentially identifies 

interests of conscious beings as criteria of direct moral 

significance, but it might be claimed by those with more 

extravagant rights theories that paintings and trees and 

rocks really are sometimes direct objects of moral duties. 

In any case, where I speak of something's having a right in 

the looser sense, I mean it to be the same as saying that 

someone has a direct duty to that thing. 

The reason that I am emphasizing this distinction is 

that I take it as a fairly widely shared intuition that we 

ought to treat young children decently and foster their 

development for their own sake, in some sense, rather than 

entirely because of the duties which we have to 

already-developed persons. Note that the Kantian argument 

23 
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mentioned above ascribes only secondary status to children 

and animals, although it prescribes treating them as if they 

were direct objects of duties. 

For convenience, I shall sometimes use the term 'moral 

community' in talking about the class of primary moral 

beings. There are a number of things that could be meant by 

the concept of a "moral community", and it will naturally 

enough bring to mind the uses of this term by other 

philosophers in a somewhat different context. Rather than 

the more fully developed concept found in, e.g., Kurt 

8 9 
Baier's or A.I. Melden's writings, I shall use it to 

refer to (a) all those things that have moral duties (i.e., 

all those that genuinely ought to do or refrain from doing 

certain things), and (b) all those things that in some way 

provide the direct grounds for duties to do or refrain from 

doing things. 

8. Kurt Baier, The Moral Point of View, Ithaca, 1958. 

9. A.I. Melden,. Rights and Persons, Berkeley, 1977. 



Of course there is little controversy about the makeup 

of the first component of the community, i.e., those that 

have moral duties, and I shall not be concerned with such an 

issue. There is also general agreement that this class is 

entirely contained in (b). Members of this class, naturally 

enough, will be referred to as "moral agents". The issue of 

the makeup of the second component (the class of direct moral 

objects) is where the controversy lies, and it is this issue 

which relates to the question of whether we have duties to 

allow or cause development. When I discuss the moral 

community, then, I shall normally be concerned with the class 

of things to which we can have direct moral duties. 

Now, to state more precisely the limits of the present 

inquiry, I am concerned specifically with the issue of 

whether or not theories which do not provide central grounds 

for a right of infants to become persons can nevertheless be 

supplemented by auxiliary principles which do result in the 

judgment that they have such a right. Although there will be 

discussion of whether infants might have merely secondary 

statu~, the focus will be on principles which treat infants 

25 



(and possibly other non-actual persons) as direct moral 

objects. 

4. General Ethical Theory and Acquisition of Moral Status 

Every theory which specifies grounds for moral 

obligation thereby delineates, in one way or another, the 

class of beings to which we can have duties, as well as the 

class of beings that have duties. In terms of the 

distinction which I have drawn above, we can say that each 

theory distinguishes a class of alleged primary moral relata. 

Thus, for virtually every set of proposed necessary and 

sufficient conditions for membership in the moral community 

there is a complementary class whose members are thereby 

excluded from direct moral consideration. Thus, we could 

never be held, by the respective theories, to have a duty to 

a member of the excluded class to permit (or cause) it to 

develop. This goes for the development of morally relevant 

traits, as well as others. Where a property, F, is a 

26 



necessary condition for membership in the moral community, 

and something, X, does not have F, x cannot have a right to 

acquire F, for x has no rights. There is, of course, one 

sort of theory, in principle, which effectively puts no 

limitations on minimal membership in the community, that is, 

any theory which holds that everything which has the 

potential to develop morally significant properties has the 

right to do so. 

In many cases, the stated or implied limits of 

membership found in various theories seem counterintuitive, 

as, for example, when they seem to exclude babies and other 

currently incompetent humans from a right to develop into 

competent persons. For example, most reciprocity-based 

theories, including straightforward contractarian theories, 

may be criticized for providing no grounds for duties to 

animals, retarded and other incompetent humans, and young 

children. A much more forceful version of this criticism 

than is usually given would come in the recognition that if 

we have no duties to those that are not currently rational or 

autonomous, then it also follows that we have no obligation 

27 



to ever allow them to become rational or autonomous. The 

same type of result will be found in any theory which bases 

membership in the moral community solely on full-fledged 

personhood or any of the traits which are possessed only by 

persons. 

One would presume that if the intuition prevails that, 

in spite of the theory, infants have a right to develop into 

persons, then theories of this sort will be shown (at least 

prima facie) to be inadequate. But to say that they are 

inadequate is not automatically to say that they are wrong. 

There might, in principle, be additional principles with 

which they are consistent and which generate the missing 

prescriptions. 

Not all proponents of such theories are bothered by 

their apparent gaps. David Gauthier, for example, in 

defending his economic contractarian theory of ethics simply 

rejects the claim that established intuitions have any real 

28 



10 
force against the findings of well-reasoned theory. He 

does give u minimal account of duties to children (and 

subsequent generations) in terms of the need to develop 

systems of mutual benefit agreements with new people as the 

11 
old ones leave the system. Such an account does not begin 

29 

to cover the range of moral consideration which it would seem 

we should have towards children and animals, and Gauthier 

12 
appear~ willing to accept this result. 

The problems of development arise somewhat differently 

in utilitarian theories. Any theory that is based on actual 

desires or preferences will obviously be unable to thereby 

prescribe any duty to allow young children to develop, unless 

some sort of trivializing hypothetical or counterfactual 

account of their relevant desires and preferences is adopted. 

Hedonistic theories, and those based on some similar general 

standard of utility define a very large class of morally 

10. David Gauthier, Morals By Agreement, Oxford, 1986. 

11. Gauthier, pp. 298-305. 

12. Gauthier, pp. 268-269, 298. 



significant beings, i,e" all those that are capable of 

benefiting or being harmed in the relevant ways by our 

actions. We should consider two possible forms of such 

theories. The first would calculate relative utility values 

only in terms of what various beings are actually capable of 
l 

enjoying. The second would also consider the respective 

total utility-pools producible by changing basic given 

capacities, as well. On this latter type of theory, we would 

have duties to permit or cause changes in beings which would 

increase their capacity to benefit. The difference between 

these two types of theory is crucial in some ways. According 

to the first, there would seem to be nothing wrong with 

causing a being to be born without capacities which might be 

expected, as, for example, in eliminating certain pain 

responses, or the capacity to care about what would otherwise 

be judged mistreatment. While the capacity to suffer and 

enjoy would be a condition for moral consideration, morality 

would have nothing to say about the acquisition or prevention 

of acquisition of such a property. According to the second 

sort of account, there could be a duty to permit, or even 
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cause, things to develop capacities for enjoyment, since we 

might thereby increase the overall utility pool. The 

essential utilitarian explanation for our own special moral 

status is that we have greater relevant capacities (and more 

of them) than do other ~orts of things. On this latter type 

of account, though, we would have a duty to use whatever 

means we could (without an overbalancing utility loss) to 

increase the relevant capacities of lower organisms. Perhaps 

we would even be required to do the same for inorganic 

intelligences which we might be able to create. At least on 

the face of it, the first type of theory seems to prescribe 

too little, and the second too much. 

In the literature of both ethical theory and rights 

there is little mention of the problem of becoming. In the 

unusual cases in which moral theorists do mention the status 

of young children or other non-actual persons, the reference 

is often vague or even cryptic, and indeterminate as to 

whether or not moral judgments are at issue. Consider the 

following, for example, from Alan Gewirth: 
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Children are potential agents in that, with normal 
maturation, they will develop the full abilities of 
agency. In their case, as well as in that of mentally 
deficient persons and persons with brain damage, their 
possession of the generic rights must be proportional to 
the degree to which they have the abilities of agency, 
and this must be with a view to taking on the fullest 
degree of the generic rights of which they are capable 
so long as this does not result in harm to themselves or 
others. 13 (Emphasis mine.) 

Or, from Joel Feinberg: "Those proxies who make claims in 

behalf of infants, then, are more than mere custodians: they 

are (or can be) genuine representatives of the child's 

emerging interests, which may need protection even now if 

14 
they are allowed to come into existence at all." (Again, 

emphasis mine.) But what is the status of this need? Is it 

a matter of ethical concern at all? Ought we to be the 

custodians of their currently non-existent interests, and 

13. Alan Gewirth, "The Basis and Content of Human Rights," 
in his Human Rights, Chicago, 1982, p. 55. 

14. Joel Feinberg, "The Rights of Animals and Unborn 
Generations," in his Rights. Justice. and the Bounds of 
Liberty, p. 178. 
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ought we to provide them with normal maturation and lead them 

to take on "the fullest degree of the generic rights"? And 

if so, on what grounds? 

We can find a similar lack of discussion of the moral 

status of development in R.M. Hare's treatment of our 

relation to non-persons in Freedom and Reason: 

Now why is it that we do not acknowledge a duty to 
accord animals self-government? It is simply because we 
think that there is a real and relevant difference 
between men and animals in this respect. We can say 
'If I were turned into an animal I should stop having 
any desire for political liberty, and therefore the lack 
of it would be no hardship to me'. It is possible to 
say this even of men in certain stages of development. 
Nobody thinks that children ought to have complete 
political liberty; and most people recognize that it 
would be foolish to introduce the more advanced kinds of 
political liberty all at once in backward countries, 
where people have' not got to the stage of wanting it, 
and would not know what to do with it if they got 
it. 15 

15. R.M. Hare, Freedom and Reason, Oxford, 1965, p. 223. 
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But there is more than political liberty that is not desired 

by humans at some stages in their development; young children 

also lack the desire to acquire the desire for political 

liberty, as well as the desire for most of the other rights 

and capacities of full-fledged personhood. We could also 

say, "If I were turned into a very young child I should stop 

having any desire for development into a full-fledged person, 

so the lack of such development would be no hardship to me," 

and by parallel reasoning we s~ould conclude that there is no 

right against having one's development arrested, or impaired, 

or channeled into an un-person-like path. Yet Hare at least 

appears, as does Gewirth, to assume that there is some moral 

significance to the development of the conditions of full 

human rights. 

One philosopher who explicitly acknowledges the direct 

moral status of infants is A.I. Melden, who takes it as 

essentially given that they have moral ("human'" rights 

against their elders. Melden's explanation of why there is 

such a right comes in two parts. The first, a special 

account for a limited application, is put in terms of the 
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parents' "joining their lives" with the infants and supplying 

surrogate agency and determination of interests where these 

are lacking. Obligations which presuppose agency and 

interests, are present, he argues, because of the parents' 

role in supplying the required interests and agency as well 

as in being the ones who are in a position to protect and 

16 
respect those interests. This account of special rights, 

though, assumes that the parents in question do already treat 

their children in certain ways, and this it fails to explain 

"the status of even the young infant as the human being it is 

with the moral right that any human being has, without which, 

it would appear, there could not be the special right of the 

17 
infant that it has against its parents." After much 

promising, Melden finally does come up with a short, sketchy 

account of why infants have the general human-rights status. 

The explanation that emerges is put in terms of the potential 

for later personhood, but not in the standard sense of mere 

16. Melden, pp. 147-153. 

17. Melden, p. 153. 
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potential. The very concept of an infant, Melden claims, is 

tied up with the expectation of its developing into a 

full-fledged person, and so we can properly think of an 

infant as a stage, or time slice, of a continuing or 

developing being which at one stage of its life does have the 

18 
relevant characteristics. Aside from the obvious 

objection that this type of explanation only slightly masks 

the problem of withholding development, and at best puts part 

of the weight of it on slight differences in expectations 

regarding human development as opposed to other fulfillments 

of potential, I have what I believe is a more important 

comment. Melden has nothing to say about the broader 

implications of the forms of reasoning which his account 

would presuppose. In fact it appears to presuppose either a 

straightforward thesis that potential is morally relevant 

(which Melden does not appear to endorse), or a thesis that 

moral status attaches to individuals, qua individuals, rather 

than to individuals qua possessors of morally-relevant 

18. Melden, pp. 220-223. 



properties (even if such ascription depends on the 

individuals' having such properties at some time or other). 

Both types of thesis raise a number of interesting issues, 

which I shall discuss in later chapters. 

5. Intuitions, Assumptions, and Theoretical Results 

I have begun by tentatively espousing the "intuition" 

that human infants have a moral right to develop into 

persons. This is in principle abandonable, although it seems 

to be well-entrenched in our moral thinking, and, as I shall 

argue later, seems to cohere with certain other related 

intuitions which tend to strengthen it. 

My concern is to try to determine grounds for deciding 

among a number of individually plausible, but jointly 

inconsistent, general principles. It is irrelevant to my 

enterprise whether or not at some ultimate level moral 

judgments are genuinely cognitive in nature. What matters is 

that within the context of our moral system we can arrive at 
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reasoned, consistent judgments which are not simply 

arbitrary. One difficulty in making this sort of inqOiry 

(and one reason for the disagreements that arise among 

philosophers) comes from the fact that in practice there is 

usually little need to specify or refine the grounds of our 

moral reasoning further than is needed for its common 

applications. Consequently, the fact that we might find firm 

intuitions and unfaltering agreement about certain familiar 

cases is often a shockingly poor guide to the extension of 

our moral reasoning to seemingly analogous problematic cases. 

Most of our everyday judgments are consistent with a variety 

of general principles of which both the familiar cases of 

agreement and the problem cases could be considered as 

instances. 

Let us look at the example of human and non-human moral 

status. It almost goes without saying that only humans have 

the full range of moral rights and occupy the highest 

category for moral consideration. This, so far, tells us 

almost nothing about the limits, in principle, of the class 

of first-rate moral beings. The class of beings with 
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relevant capacities for full participation in the moral 

system or for benefiting from moral rights and respect is 

currently limited to human beings. Therefore, for example, 

theories which hold that humanity is an ultimate ground for 

the highest moral status, and those which hold that it is 

merely contingently indicative of relevant traits will both 

give the same prescriptions for a wide range of familiar 

cases and we must look further for grounds for deciding 

between such theories. In the same way, if it is true that 

human infants have a right to develop into competent persons, 

and even if it is true that that right is not shared by any 

other actual beings, this judgment is still yielded by a 

variety of more general principles which are incompatible 

with one another, e.g., "All and only humans have a right to 

become persons (if they are not severely retarded or 

otherwise unable •.. etc. I"; "All potential persons have a 

right to become persons"; ..• and others, of course. In fact 

there is little doubt that a reason that many ethical 
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theories which in principle are very different have 

nevertheless all been found fairly plausible is to be found 

in their agreement about a large core of paradigm cases. 

As the inquiry proceeds, it will be useful to keep in 

mind some additional assumptions which, I believe, are at 

least tentatively held by most moral theorists, and, in fact, 

most people who might have an interest in these issues. The 

first two are essentially systematic assumptions which form 

the conditions of usefulness of my project. The remainder 

are substantive judgments about moral issues. These are not 

given here as rock-bottom intuitions, but they are starting 

points; they are some major theses that will interact with 

others, reference points in the exploration that follows. 

These, then, are the assumptions. 

1. Our moral reasoning is, or at least ought to be, 

principled, at least in the sense that there are large 

coherent sets of moral judgements whose grounds can be 

consistently expressed in terms of general principles, 

whether or not we in fact actually reason from such 

principles in practice. 
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2. In general, differences in moral judgments or forms 

of treatment between any two cases must be able to be 

justified in terms of clearly relevant differences between 

the cases. 

3. Human beings have rights to certain forms of 

treatment (and/or other humans have a duty to treat them in 

certain ways) which are not shared by non-humans. Nothing 

besides human beings enjoys the full range of moral respect 

and protection which is required for the highest class of 

moral beings, or moral persons. 

4. Our having become full-fledged persons, and, in 

fact, present children's becoming persons, are not matters of 

moral indifference. We would even have been seriously 

wronged had we been prevented from attaining competent 

personhood, and other humans who are still infants or young 

children would be similarly wronged if they were prevented 

from becoming full-fledged persons. It is of course 

logically possible for the wrong to apply in the case of 

already-developed persons but not in the case of those that 

never develop in that way; i.e., the wrong done could be 
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purely counterfactual: "Given that I am a competent adult 

person, it would have been wrong to have kept me from 

becoming such." Such a construal might come as a purely 

formal, and practically empty, expression of part of the 

status of moral personhood. The tentative assumption that I 

am making here, however, is that the judgment that we adult 

persons had a right to develop, and the judgment that our 

children have such a right are similar types of judgment, 

differing only in a temporal aspect. 

5. Not everything that is in any sense potentially a 

person (or potentially a member of any morally significant 

class of beings) has a right to develop into a person (or 

other morally significant kind of being). Obvious examples 

of things that are "potentially" people, but which surely 

would have no such right would be human reproductive cells, 

clonable human cells, arbitrarily selected sets of atoms in 

human food sources, which could come to constitute, together, 

a time-stage of a human being, and so on. 

6. The grounds of a right or duty must be commensurable 

with the content of that right or duty. This is a somewhat 
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vague requirement, but in the extreme it is obvious how it is 

to be applied. Even if potentiality is relevant to rights, 

the tadpole's potential to become a frog could scarcely be 

thought to be a ground for its having a right to be treated 

like a person. An interest in being fed might correlate with 

a right to eat, but not, itself, with a right to vote. One 

aspect of this requirement is what Gewirth calls the 

principle of proportionality: "Where some quality Q 

justifies having certain rights R, and the possession of Q 

varies in degree in the respect that is relevant to Q's 

justifying the having of R, the degree to which R is had is 

proportional to or varies with the degree to which Q is had." 

For example, on Gewirth's application of this principle, to 

the degree that someone lacks full rational agency, he or she 

has the rights of rational agents of a correspondingly lower 

degree than someone who is a full-fledged rational agent. In 

practice, in borderline cases it will be somewhat difficult 

to determine whether or not the proposed grounds are, in 

fact, com~ensurable with the right. 
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7. In attempting to determine the limits of our moral 

community or of the range of our moral duties it is enough to 

determine which conditions are or are not sufficient grounds 

for such membership or such duties, since it can always be 

assumed that where no grounds exist for moral constraints on 

our behavior we are under no obligation to act in one way or 

another. This is why I shall not explicitly search for 

necessary conditions for moral community membership. 
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CHAPTER II 

SOME FORMAL ISSUES 

1. Human Rights and the Right to be Human 

Among the many rights that can be argued to be "human" 

or "natural" rights belonging to us as persons, the most 

reasonable candidates of all--to be denied only at enormous 

cost to our system or moral judgments--are some rights which 

get essentially no attention. These are the right of humans 

(or persons) to be humans (or persons) and the right of 

humans (or persons) to have rights. What point would there 

be in saying, for example, that all persons, in virtue of 

their being persons, have a right to freedom from political 

oppression, or even a right to life, if they do not have a 

right to remain persons? In ordinary contexts, there is no 

doubt taken to be so trivial that it merits little comment. 
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In connection with the present investigation it raises some 

interesting issues regarding both the form and the content of 

judgements to the effect that we have rights to personhood or 

humanity or moral status. 

If we, as perSOns have a right to be persons, it might 

be suggested that this is really a right to remain persons, 

not to be deprived of the characteristics which make us 

persons (descriptively) or of the respect which constitutes 

the normative consideration of us as persons. By analogy, 
,z •• _ 

the right to life is a right to remain alive, not a right of 

dead things or inanimate objects to be brought to life. But 

there are some salient differences in the ways in which we 

think of these rights. For one thing, we do not presently 

have the ability to animate lifeless objects or even to 

revive dead humans. We do have the power to make persons out 

of the raw material of human infancy or to withhold that sort 

of development. Furthermore, in one's own case, it makes 

practically no sense to say that it is morally indifferent 

whether or not we might have survived up to our present stage 

of life without having ever developed the traits of moral 
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personhood. On the other hand, even if our own preference is 

that we should have been brought into existence, it would be 

at least odd to say that our own rights would have been 

violated had we not come into existence by this present time. 

This is not to say, of course, that we have to 

acknowledge a right of anything to become a person. This 

intuition might simply reflect a current aversion which we 

feel towards the idea that we might not have developed in the 

way we did. It might also express a genuine rights-judgment 

-
which, nevertheless, has only present applicability, even 

while referring to counterfactual past conditions; i.e., it 

might be that the real form of this judgment is: 'all and 

only actual persons have the right that they not be deprived 

of their personhood, and that they not have been prevented 

from becoming persons.' Since only actual persons would have 

such a right, then, it would be perfectly vacuous with regard 

to the rights of those who are not yet persons, since it is 

up to us whether or not they will ever be actual persons. 

In a different context, R.M. Hare has criticized this 

sort of formal exclusion from moral censure of classes of 



acts which would prevent the development of moral 

significance. In an argument for the moral impermissibility 

of abortion, he considers the thesis that we can have duties 

to individuals that are not yet in existence. He 

acknowledges that there is a logical point that can be made 

against such a position, to the effect that actual duties (or 

presumably any other substantive relationships) can be in 

effect only with regard to existent entities, and since the 

yet-unconceived possible persons do not exist, it is 

impossible to have duties towards them. Whatever the grounds 

may be for duties (or rights), nonexistent people obviously 

don't actually have those grounds. Hare replies to this 

argument: 

[This objection] is perhaps a superficial one: it would 
be strange if there were an act whose very performance 
made it impossible for it to wrong. But if the 
objection were correct, the act of aborting a possible 
person would be such an act; by preventing the existence 
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of the object of the wrong-doing, it would remove its 
wrongness. This seems too easy a way of avoiding 
crime. 1 

While I do not by any means claim that Hare establishes 

a reasonable case against abortion, the point which he makes 

here (without any further elaboration) is perhaps 

significant, and certainly rather intriguing. It is not at 

all strange that there should be acts that cannot possibly be 

wrong. There are many perfectly understandable cases of 

these. That, of course, is not the point. Nor does it seem 

very strange that abortion (at least at some stages) should 

be able to remove the possibility of ever wronging the thing 

that is aborted. What seems strange is that a certain 

significant class of moral relations to presently existing 

individuals should be made impossible by the purely formal 

relation of conditions of wrongness to present acts. I 

restrict the criticism to acts involving actual individuals 

because, for reasons which are irrelevant at this point, I 

1. R.M. Hare, "Abortion and the Golden Rule," reprinted 
in Robert Baker and Frederick Elliston, eds. Philosophy and 
Sex, p. 245. 
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reject Hare's argument that ethical prescriptions can be 

extended to nonexistent things. 

Consider the point which was made in Chapter I regarding 

the definition of the boundaries of the moral community by 

the grounds for moral duty which various theories espouse. 

Every set of grounds for moral significance specifies a set 

of properties, F, such that all (and only, in standard cases) 

possessors of F have moral standing or direct moral 

significance. It is simply a formal necessity of any such 

system that it can give no moral grounds for acquiring F or 

for entering or being brought into the moral system. Hare's 

comment seems to apply here; there is something repugnant, I 

suspect, for many people, in thinking that the F in the above 

formula should represent the qualities of actual personhood 

or anything close to it. This might, admittedly, turn out 

ultimately to reflect a judgment about the grounds for moral 

status rather than about the formal considerations discussed 

above, for if there is to be any restriction on the range of 

things which have rights or to which we have duties, there 

will be a formal exclusion at some level. Still, the 
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recognition of this formal aspect of moral community entrance 

can serve to raise the issue from this important perspective. 

It is worth mentioning that some people might find it 

counterintuitive to suppose that there are really any limits 

to class of morally significant things--things to which we 

have direct duties. In principle it would be possible to 

propose a fairly plausible theory with no necessary 

conditions for membership in the community of direct moral 

objects, in which everything counts as a sufficient condition 

for membership, and which accounts for the lack of 

obligations in various cases only in terms of conflicts of 

rights (and/or duties) and conditional forms of moral 

obligations. More about this later. 

All this would seem to be relevant to the proposal which 

has been made that a right to have become persons is 

applicable only to those who are already persons. It does, 

indeed, seem initially somewhat strange that the formal 

requirements of moral standing should end up excluding those 

who have not yet developed. A supporting argument to this 

effect (which essentially expresses Hare's position) is that 
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the postulation of actual persons' rights against 

counterfactual acts preventing their development runs afoul 

of a universalizability criterion; we cannot consistently say 

that we would have been ~{ronged without also holding that 

anyone else in the position we were in would be wronged by 

2 
similar action. 

The above is intended to give some plausibility to the 

thesis that the form of our judgements about rights of 

personhood is such as not to exclude non-persons. Someone 

who is concerned with "natural" or genuine human rights might 

also propose the following argument to that effect. It would 

be argued that the concept of naturalness of certain types of 

moral rights does some important theoretical work. Since the 

demise of medieval natural law theory, we can take human 

rights to be natural in only one sense, but a very important 

2. Part of what is at issue in questions of 
universalization, though, is the limits, in principle, of the 
class over which a prescription or practice is to be 
universalized, especially whether counter factual or 
hypothetical preferences, prescriptions, etc., of 
non-rational (or even non-existent) individuals should be 
counted as permitting or blocking universalization. 
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one; they are natural in the sense that they are neither 

granted nor withheld by the decisions of moral agents. These 

are rights which we take to be applicable even in the face of 

contrary legislation or local convention, and not conferred 

or revoked by the actions of other people. If human rights 

are grounded in our possession of traits which we acquire or 

fail to acquire as a result of other people's decisions, then 

such rights are not really natural in the required sense, 

since it is a matter of the choice of others whether or not 

anyone has them. Therefore, human rights, if we have any, 

must be ours in virtue of properties which we have 

"naturally", i.e., not as a result of intervention by other 

people. Personhood, and some of the stages on the way to 

complete personhood are not such properties, since they are 

conferred on us by the actions of others. 

Another reason to doubt whether personhood can be the 

only configuration of properties sufficient for the right to 

be a person comes from the following consideration. In many 

types of cases where one's right to a certain form of 

treatment or other good is contingent on one's suitability or 
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capacity to receive that sort of treatment or other good, it 

can still be said that someone, x, is wronged by another, y, 

through y's withholding from x a good which x is not able or 

suitable to receive, but where x's inability or unsuitability 

is caused by y. This certainly does not imply either that 

the case of becoming a person is or that it is not one of 

those cases, but it does raise the need to determine whether 

or not we need to consider it in that category. Let us first 

look at some other cases which clearly are in that category. 

In 1950 a large proportion of American blacks were no 

doubt less qualified than whites to be judges and senators 

and surgeons. If blacks complained that they were not 

getting a fair share of the more prestigious positions, white 

establishment members could, in a sense, justifiably reply 

that they had no right to those positions since they were not 

qualified for them. But the justification for this reply is 

obviously only applicable to the issue of holding the 

positions in question, considered in a vacuum. In the fuller 
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picture it is overridden by the role of the more privileged 

class in not bringing the less privileged to the point of 

being suitably qualified. 

Likewise, we occasionally find people who have been so 

conditioned during childhood that they lack some of the 

capacities necessary for much of our human achievement. 

Take, as a fairly mild example, the case of a twenty-year-old 

who, through a severely overprotected home life, has been 

psychologically crippled so that he cannot interact socially 

with others in any satisfactory way and does not have enough 

self-confidence even to learn to drive a car. Now, because 

of the kind of person that he is, he has no right to drive a 

car, but surely he has a right (which has been violated) not 

to have been turned into this kind of person. 

Obviously there are salient differences between these 

cases and the case in which an infant is not raised to become 

a person. The most plausibly relevant is that the former 

concern wrongs that are done to those who are already 

persons, so there is no question about whether or not the 

people involved are already members of the moral community. 
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Therefore, drawing an analogy between these different sorts 

of cases would seem to beg the question, since what is at 

issue is whether or not there is a right to develop into a 

person. The analogy, though, is aimed at a different point; 

that is that in all of these cases the apparent 

inapplicability of a possible right is due to the actions of 

human agents, and where that is the case we may need to hold 

that rights have been violated even though without that role 

of human agency there would be no such violation. This, 

again, does not establish that rights are violated through 

someone's withholding development from an infant, only that 

since human agency is involved in making the resultant 

individual unsuitable for moral personhood, it is somewhat 

more questionable, prima facie, whether that unsuitability 

can be immune to moral review. 

The two examples above raise another issue which needs 

to be clarified before proceeding. In those cases, of 

course, there is a difference between the grounds for a right 

to the good which the people are unsuitable to receive and 

the ground for the right to be suitable for that good. On 
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the other hand, I have not discussed whether for the right to 

be a person there might be relevant grounds outside the range 

of those that are involved in the rights of full-fledged 

persons. To make this proposal clearer, let me distinguish 

between the following types of moral theory: (1) those which 

acknowledge no distinction between the kinds of grounds for 

moral rights relationships in general and grounds for a 

right to be a participant in the system of moral rights or to 

enter into moral rights relationships, and (2) those which do 

acknowledge such a distinction. Theories of the second type 

might say, e.g., of infants and other potential persons that 

they do not have the full rights of persons, but that they 

are nevertheless the sorts of beings that can have rights, 

and that they do have at least a right to acquire the rest of 

the range of persons' rights. The general form of such 

theories would be such as to cite (a) a configuration of 

properties, F, as sufficient for having any moral rights 

except the right to develop F, and (b) either some other 

configuration of actual properties or the mere potential to 

have F as a sufficient condition for the right to have F. 
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The former, singled-tiered, type of theory, though, cites a 

single set of properties, F, as conditions for the possession 

of any rights. Therefore, it necessarily formally excludes 

the acquisition of F from any rights consideration. 

So why should we not say that the right to become a 

person is grounded in some non-person traits of the infant: 

there are, clearly enough, qualities which even fetuses have 

which could be thought to be morally relevant, e.g., life, 

the capacity to react to stimuli, the capacity to feel pain, 

and perhaps others. To suppose, though, that any such 

property is a sufficient ground for a right to develop into ~ 

person seems implausible on two counts. (1) The actual 

~alities (as opposed to potentialities) which infants have 

and which might be relevant to some moral considerations are 

qualities which are shared with a wide variety of other 

creatures, including some of the least morally respected. If 

they are grounds for rights of development in the one case, 

they should be in the others as well, but this seems, at 

least prima facie, to be unacceptable. It seems that the 

only difference on which the differences in moral judgments 
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might be founded are notoriously suspect, e.g., species 

membership. (2) More importantly, the actual qualities of 

infants which might be relevant to some moral consideration 

seem unconnected with the development of personhood. To hold 

that they are so relevant would seem to violate the 

commensurability requirement which I proposed in Chapter I; 

the mere fact that something is alive or that it feels pain 

should not be thought a ground for the apparently unrelated 

right of becoming unless some clear reason can be given for 

the appropriateness of the ground to the content of the 

right. 

Still, it does appear that, with or without real 

foundation, our judgments about withheld development reject 

the formal exclusion from wrongness of acts which determine 

an individual not to develop what might seem the 

prerequisites for moral rights. Consider the following 

scenario: 

Let us imagine that our technology had advanced in such 

a way that it is possible to modify human nervous systems so 

as to selectively eliminate some of their functions in an 
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inexpensive and efficient way. Armed with this newly 

developed process, our government, or perhaps even a private 

company, develops a plan to raise the quality of life for 

many of us through exploitation of a class of humans, but in 

such a way as to avoid violating any human (or other) rights 

of those who are used. A program is instituted whereby 

unwanted early aborted fetuses are not thrown away as in our 

present system, but instead are salvaged and incubated and 

raised to maturity. But at the beginning of the process they 

are modified so as to be prevented from developing some of 

the typically human characteristics. For example, they will 

be sensitive to stimuli in other ways, but will not ever 

experience more than the mildest pain, no matter what happens 

to them. They will have many of the usual capacities for 

desiring and working toward goals but will be incapable of 

desiring freedom or autonomy or any of the things on which 

full human agency depends and will be satisfied to restrict 

their activities to those that are commanded by others. 

Otherwise, in general form and appearance and mental 

capacities (such as the ability to calculate) they will be 
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much like regular humans. At maturity, they are put to work 

as slaves (or, I should say, so as not to prejudice the case, 

"owned workers"). Since they hardly feel pain or have any 

aesthetic sense, they are used to perform a wide variety of 

tasks which we humans would find dangerous and repugnant. 

Again since they feel very little pain they may be even used 

in simulated "torture" shows for the harmless amusement of 

sadists (they' obligingly pretend to be in pain when they are 

whipped and pricked and walked on). They are used as sexual 

objects, and as surrogate mothers to relieve genuine persons 

of the burdens of pregnancy. They might even be used as live 

models for surgery classes, and, of course, as sources of 

organs for ailing humans. When they wear out they are 

slaughtered and used as dog food. 

Now it seems plausible to claim that if the notion of 

moral rights does not work at all, the case just described is 

one in which rights are violated. We could imagine a 

philosophically-oriented government which agrees to check all 

of its policies against the consensus of current moral 

theory. Given the most nearly standard views today, such an 
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administration would find the loophole allowing them to 

forestall the acquisition of rights without thereby violating 

any of them. 

This case is shifted only slightly from the case of 

infants who are not nurtured so as to develop full 

personhood, but there are some significant differences. For 

example, in the latter it might be thought that if a right 

has been violated it is tied up in some way with the 

rudimentary complex of desires and dispositions and 

utilitarian capacities which even the least person-like 

humans would have. In the former case, though, there is no 

desire or capacity which approximates any of the standardly 

proposed grounds for direct moral significance, and yet it 

seems difficult to hold that this difference should determine 

a different moral judgment in the two cases. Another 

difference is that in the case of infant development what is 

in question is the putative obligation to provide positive 

action to cause the necessary changes, while in the other 

case the question regards primarily the putative obligation 

not to intervene in an already established state of affairs. 
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This could well be a ground for a moral distinction between 

the two sorts of cases; there certainly should be cases in 

which a refraining is prescribed, which would nonetheless 

fall short of warranting a prescription of positive 

intervention. This, though, would still be irrelevant to the 

problem of why we should have in either case the intuition 

that the beings in question have been wronged. 

The obvious move to be made on behalf of a person-based 

morality would be to hold that our judgment of 

rights-violation in these cases does not reflect a real 

status of infants or these modified humans as true direct 

objects of moral obligation. Instead it simply expresses an 

extreme morally-connected repugnance at the treatment 

described, which is founded on one or both of the following 

sorts of reasoning. 

1. We have no direct duties to infants and would have 

none to the modified humans, but there are people among us 

who, for whatever reason, have an interest in the development 

of those things into persons. Therefore, we have duties to 

these people to cause (or at least not to prevent) the 
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3 
development of those things into true persons. There are 

enough people with such an interest and the interest is 

strong enough that we express intuitions about these 

non-person cases which are strongly similar to those about 

cases involving true direct duties and/or rights. 

2. A rather standard line of reasoning, which has been 

mentioned earlier, would have it that many things which are 

not really direct objects of our moral obligations are so 

similar to us, or so connected with us in people's thoughts 

and dispositions that in order to encourage right action 

towards direct participants in moral relations we must also 

treat those other things as if we had duties to them similar 

to the duties which we have towards the direct relata. The 

moral repugnance which we feel at the cases described needs 

3. This type of explanation is given by Mary Anne Warren 
to account for the wrongness of infanticide in a postscript 
to "On the Moral and Legal Status of Abortion." in Richard A. 
Wasserstrom, ed., Today's Moral Problems, New York, 1985, pp. 
447-448. 
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to be expressed in terms of moral categories which would be 

applicable in the case of real persons, even though in these 

other cases it is not truly applicable. 

While I would ultimately want to argue that we do have a 

direct duty to bring about infants' development, and perhaps 

direct duties to the modified humans, the pursuit of the 

present project does not essentially depend on establishing 

that result. While the discussion ~ere for the most part 

concerns the thesis that we have direct duties to certain 

sorts of non-persons to bring them to personhood, everything 

that is said can be applied, with a slight shift of concerns, 

to the thesis that our moral system requires us to treat 

certain non-persons as if we had such a direct duty to them. 

2. On the Forms of Our Judgments about the Right to Be a 

Person 

The above examples and discussion, along with others 

which I have presented earlier, might be thought to show that 
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our judgments about the right to be a person not only do not 

formally exclude non-persons from such a right but even, in 

fact, formally require that we ascribe such a right to some 

non-persons. To make sense of such a suggestion will require 

an analysis of what might be meant by saying that we have a 

right to be persons or that we have a right to be members of 

the moral community or to have rights. 

Let me begin by suggesting two ways in which "x has a 

right to y" might be intended. Suppose that our statement is 

"Jennifer has a right to drive a car", and suppose that 

Jennifer has a valid driver's license, but currently does not 

have a car or access to a car. She obviously does not 

acquire the right to be supplied with a car when she gets her 

license; that is, we want to say that the statement "Jennifer 

has a right to drive" is true even though she is not in a 

position to be able to drive. It is often said that this 

type of right is purely negative; it puts others under no 

obligation to provide anything, as with so-called welfare 

rights and similar rights which correlate with others' 

obligations to supply positive benefits. There is another 
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related aspect of this situation, though, which is not yet 

captured in that distinction. 

Contrast to the above case with another in which she 

temporarily loses her eyesight. In this latter case we 

should say that even though she has a valid license, she does 

not, in fact, have the right to drive. In both cases there 

is impediment to her exercising the right which the license 

confers, but in one case we say that the right is negated, 

while in the other case it remains intact. Or consider 

another right: the right to vote. Should we say of a 

seventeen year old that she currently has no right to vote 

and also no right regarding future voting, but on turning 

eighteen she will genuinely acquire a right which she does 

not presently have? Should we, instead, say that she has no 

right to vote at the present time, but yet has a right that 

should she survive to be eighteen, she be allowed to vote? I 

would judge that the latter more accurately reflects our 

concept of voting rights than the former, although in this 

sort of case there is no difference in practice between one 

form of judgment and the other. 
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These cases that I have presented involve legal rights, 

of course, but they provide analogies with the forms of moral 

rights. The point is that where a possible right (or duty) 

does not apply, there are two ways, in principle, in which it 

can be inapplicable. 

In order to specify the distinction in a less cumbersome 

and more precise formal manner, I shall introduce a "rights 

operator", R, such that Rxp is to be variously interpreted as 

"x has a right that p" or "someone has a direct duty to x to 

bring it about that p". Now, when we say in ordinary 

language that those (and/or only those) with a certain 

property have a certain right, there is an ambiguity, 

regarding the content of the right, an ambiguity, we could 

say, as to the scope of R, as seen in the following formulae. 

Where f is any property whose possession is a ground for the 

right in question, and y is restricted to goods which are the 

contents of R in the various cases (i.e., the goods to which 

one would have a right) we could say that: 
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(1) (y) (f') (x) (x has f' iff Rx (If x has f, then x 
shall have y» 

(2) (x) (y) (f') ([Even] if x has f', x has f iff Rx 
(x shall have y». 

For a particular judgment, where somebody s has the property 

f', and where g is the good that is prescribed by the right 

in question, the above correspond to: 

(1') Rs (If Fs, then s shall have g). 

(2') If Fs, then Rs (s shall have g). 

This distinction between these two forms of rights 

judgments could help to resolve some troublesome issues about 

the applicability of rights. Take the notorious United 

4 
Nations Declaration. How could it be that all humans 

have a right, for example, to a particular standard of living 

or to be provided with a job or health care when it is 

4. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted 
Dec. 10, 1948 by the U.N. General Assembly. 
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obvious that many people live in societies without the means 

to supply some of these goods? One standard way of 

explaining the status of such "rights" is to say that they 

are merely "manifesto rights". The notion of a manifesto 

5 
right, originating with Feinberg, and now accepted fairly 

widely, is the notion of a strong call for recognition of the 

good in question as an object of right, even though there is, 

strictly speaking, no right to such a good. 

One thing that this manifesto account of human rights is 

supposed to do is to give a sense in which one could be 

thought to "have a right" even where no one has a duty to 

fulfill it since it cannot be fulfilled. However, the 

framers of the problematic human rights documents (which 

often are manifestos) might intend them in a different way, 

which is much truer to the standard sense of moral rights. 

That is, they could be intended as having the form of (1) 

above, rather than (2), so that they are judged to hold even 

5. Joel Feinberg, "The Nature and Value of Rights," in 
his Rights, Justice, and the Bounds of Liberty, Princeton, 
1980, p. 153 
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in cases in which they are not presently exercisable or 

applicable. Suppose that the only reason that a supposed 

right to a decent income could not be a universal human right 

were because it is physically impossible to achieve that goal 

in many instances. Would the moral status of the individual 

relative to income distributions suddenly come into existence 

with a favorable change in physical possibilities? Anq if it 

did, would we not want to say, even beforehand, that it ought 

to come into existence in those circumstances? But this 

would be to say that the individual who cannot have the right 

fulfilled nevertheless does already have a significant moral 

status relative to eventually getting the good in question, 

which would correlate with the others' duties to provide that 

good if possible. 

In the one form, the conditions for applicability of the 

right are excluded from the scope of the right; in the other 

they are built into the content of the right, so that one can 

still have the right even w~ere it is impotent. In 

principle, it would be possible to express all of our rights 

judgments in either form with essentially no difference in 
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implications for the application of those rights. We could 

say that persimmons have a right to political freedom as 

follows: (x) (if x is a persimmon, then x has a right that 

if x is able to exercise political freedom, then x shall have 

that freedom). 

But the difference between these two ways of 

representing rights is not a mere "harmless" conceptual 

shift. It represents a substantive difference in judgments 

about individuals, if not about their properties, for if 

people have rights to conditional or counterfactual goods, 

that is still to say that they, as individuals, have direct 

moral significance, rather than to say that the moral 

significance is conferred on them merely by the circumstances 

which could make the right applicable. Or it might be 

thought, on the one hand, that human rights or human moral 

significance are essentially tied to our possession of 

certain properties, and on the other hand that it is 

essentially tied up with our very existence as the 

individuals that we are. This latter way of construing our 

judgments of moral significance may also seem to cohere with 
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other important intuitions, as, e.g., that one's moral status 

does not essentially change with a loss of consciousness or 

competence. However, it is quite problematic in relation to 

judgments about those things that have never yet developed 

certain morally significant properties. I shall discuss this 

individual-based view in more detail in a later chapter. 

Another way of expressing this difference in the force 

of our judgments would be to say that on one construal of 

rights (or direct duties) the presumption is in favor of a 

right's applicability, with the conditions of inapplicability 

standing as impediments, while on the other construal there 

is a presumption against its applicability, with the 

fulfillment of certain conditions being required for there to 

be any right. This difference is essentially one of 

attitude, and the only cases in which it can make any 

practical difference in attitude are those which involve 

morally significant development. 

The acceptance of (1) as a plausible form of judgments 

about rights (or direct duties) exploits an essential 

difference between the necessity operator of modal logic and 
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the 'ought', 'shall', 'has a right', (etc.) operators of 

deontic logic. From 'necessarily (if p then q)'and p, it 

follows that q, but not, of course, that necessarily q, and 

from 'necessarily (if p then q)' and 'necessarily p', it 

does follow that necessarily q. If it ought to be the case 

that if p then q, and if p is also true, then, of course it 

does not follow that q is true, since 'ought' does not 

determine the truth value of anything within its scope. But 

if it ought to be the case that if p then q, (or if S has a 

duty that if p then q), and if p, then it also ought to be 

the case that q (or S has a duty to bring it about that q). 

If we judge that there are rights even where their goods 

cannot be provided, this does not violate the maxim that 

'ought' implies 'can'. We are not then judging that there is 

a duty to provide goods where it is impossible to do so, but 

only a duty not to let it be the case that it is possible to 

provide those good without its also being the case that the 

goods are provided. 

Now, to return to the problem of non-persons and the 

right to be a person, it will be worthwhile to make the 
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following observations. First, it is given that infants, 

fetuses, non-humans, and such are not presently capable of 

receiving or benefiting from many of the goods to which 

full-fledged persons may be thought to have a right. In 

practice, then, it makes no difference in prescribed 

treatment whether our judgments regarding those sorts of 

cases include them within the scope of the same moral 

relations which hold among persons or whether they exclude 

them. So our intuitions about the treatment of non-persons 

are consistent with both a certain type of view that they 

already essentially have the moral significance of persons, 

and the view that the moral significance of persons comes 

only with their personhood. 

Second, if our judgments about person-rights did have a 

form which would extend them to non-persons, then there would 

be no real conflict between the judgment that infants have 

rights of development and the judgment that they "do not 

have" (i.e., on that view they "cannot presently exercise") 

the rights of persons, because infants and other non-persons 

would be considered to have all of the moral rights of 
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persons to whatever extent they are capable of enjoying those 

rights. So if it is possible for anything to become a person 

that thing would be capable of benefiting from the right to 

be a person, even if not, at present, other rights of 

persons. In some ways, then, the essentially limitless moral 

community would seem to cohere with our moral judgments 

better than the alternative way of constituting the 

community. 

I believe that I have shown that we do ascribe to 

infants (and probably other beings as well) rights which 

cannot be based on any actual capacities which they have 

except, perhaps, the capacity to develop further capacities. 

If it were simply a matter of infanticide and the right to 

life, it would be much easier to dismiss such a view, but the 

intuition persists much more stubbornly that a human would be 

wronged by being kept alive without developing in the 

standardly prescribed way (where such development is 

possible). If I am right about this, it might be suggested 

that the intuitive examples which I have presented in this 

and the previous chapter elicit from us judgments with the 
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form of (1), above, regarding human rights and direct moral 

duties to humans and perhaps other kinds of beings as well. 

It might be plausibly thought that such a view is necessary 

as an expression of the need to consistently uphold our 

judgments about "natural" rights or duties and that this 

forms 3 peripheral constraint on moral theorizing. It might 

be plausibly thought that the basic assumptions of outright 

utilitarianism require one to consider all sorts of 

non-persons as members of direct moral relations. In any 

case, it will be worthwhile to further investigate the 

reasons for which it might be thought that our moral 

judgmnts have the wider scope, and more importantly, the 

implications and limitations of such a view. 

As I have suggested, that view could take either of two 

forms regarding the limits of the moral community. (1) 

Membership is essentially conditionless, so that everything, 

in principle, has direct moral status, although in the vast 

majority of cases it is automatically excluded from any need 

for consideration, as in the case of pine cones or lumps of 

coal, which have neither the capacity nor the potential to 
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benefit from any moral consideration. (2) Membership i~ 

essentially based on some "natural" properties of the beings 

in question, as, e.g., species membership (humanity), life, 

or other not-essentially-moral properties. (1) may be 

further broken down into a more plausible and a less 

plausible form. The less plausible form would be just as 

stated above, including such things as coal and pine cones 

and persimmons in the scope of direct moral relationships. 

This seems highly objectionable, since it seems to make 

nonsense of the concept of moral significance, trivially 

allowing everything to fall under it. 

The more plausible version would refuse to extend the 

ascription of direct moral status to those cases in which 

such ascription could not, even in principle, make any 

difference in either practice or attitude. Such cases would 

include all those in which the thing in question not only 

cannot in any way benefit from any prescribed treatment, but 

also cannot become capable of benefiting from any prescribed 

treatment. Pine cones, for example, are not capable of 

benefiting from anything or of actively participating in any 
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relationship, and furthermore, there is nothing which we 

could do to them which would make them capable of those 

things. Surely, then, there could be no point in saying that 

we have duties to pine cones or other inanimate objects 

(although, of course they might have secondary moral status, 

as being involved in our direct duties to other people). In 

light of this point, I think it is fair to say that what I 

have called the less plausible conditionless theory can be 

treated as negligible, and I shall not consider it seriously. 

Thus, even in the most liberal construals of moral 

communitv membership, the potential to develop in morally 

significant ways will always necessarily constitute a 

(somewhat trivial) limit on rights of development and 

becoming. Therefore, it is vital, for all moral theories of 

becoming, to have a clear account of the limits of possible 

becoming. Chapter III will be directed partly toward that 

goal. Since the limits of possible becoming are also partly 

dependent on conditions of individual identity, these special 

constraints will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

POTENTIALITY AND BECOMING 

1. Potentiality Principles 

Since human infants are potential people, one plausible 

r.andidate for a theory which yields the judgment that they 

have moral rights would be any theory of a type which 

ascribes rights on the basis of potential personhood. It has 

often been assumed that some such "potentiality principle" is 

the ground for the thesis that fetuses have significant moral 

status, and likewise for young children. Michael Tooley, 

for example, attacks what he calls the potentiality 

principle, assuming that if it is defeated there remains no 

reasonable argument for a fetus's right to survive. 

1. Michael Tooley, "Abortion and Infanticide," Philosophy 
and Public Affairs 2, pp. 37-65. 



Among the many who accept this view is Larry Thomas, who 

writes: 

••. the name which one gives to the form of human life 
which commences at the moment of conception is 
irrelevant to the abortion issue. For if indeed the 
human zygote has a right to life at all, this is so only 
because it is potentially the kind of being which we 
take to have a right to life, namely those beings which 
are paradigmatically persons-- that is, you and 1.2 

In spite of the importance which some philosophers have 

placed on potentiality principles, neither their proponents 

nor their opponents generally put much effort into clarifying 

or precisely formulating such principles, or, especially, 

distinguishing among the various ones that might be proposed. 

Since there is, in fact, a range of positions that could be 

held by potentiality theorists, and since they do yield 

somewhat different results, it will be worthwhile to 

investigate the various types of principles which fall into 

this general category. 

2. Larry L. Thomas, "Human Potentiality: Its Moral 
Relevance," The Personalist 59, p. 266. 
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As far as I can ascertain, no one has attempted to prove 

potentiality principles as part of basic moral theory. Thus, 

where they are invoked they will generally have the role of 

special or auxiliary principles, expressing either 

bottom-line moral intuitions or peripheral constraints on 

moral reasoning. The principles which I consider below 

could, in principle, be taken as having either type of 

source, and I shall postpone any attempt to evaluate them 

from these distinct perspectives until after they have been 

treated from the more generalized viewpoint. 

It will be useful to distinguish between two types of 

potentiality principles, those which would be supposed to 

establish a right to the actualization of potential, and 

those which are supposed to establish that beings with the 

potential to have morally relevant properties also have a 

moral status that is similar to that of beings that actually 

have those properties. The latter type would hold, in 

essence, that things which are potentially morally 

significant are relevantly similar to those things Hhich are 

actually morally significant. I shall arbitrarily refer to 
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this latter type as relevant similarity principles (of 

potentiality), and the former type I shall call actualization 

principles (of potentiality). 

The simplest and most general actualization principle 

which would yield the right of infants to develop into 

persons would be the following: 

1. (x) (f) (if x is a potential f, then x ought 
to be allowed or caused to become fl. 

In this form this is obviously far too broad even to be 

plausible, for every person has the potential to become a 

murderer or an invalid or a cancer victim or a corpse, and it 

would be ridiculous to suppose that everyone therefore has a 

right to become each of these things, even if the right is 

construed as prima facie. So to make such a principle even 

plausible, there would have to be restrictions on the range 

of f. For example, it might be thought that: 

1'. (x) (if x is a potential person, then x 
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ought to be allowed or caused to become a person). 

Later I shall discuss whether, if such a principle were to 

prove defensible, there are other properties besides 

personhood whose potential possession could be grounds for a 

right to actualization along with the general issue of just 

how f might and might not be restricted. For now, though, it 

will be sufficient to consider l' as a paradigm of 

actualization principles, especially since the specific 

concern is with potential personhood. 

It would appear that what many people have in mind when 

they invoke potentiality as a ground for moral consider~tion 

is not any sort of actualization principle, per se, bllt 

rather some thesis of the type that I have called relevant 

similarity principles above. The most general of such 

principles would be: 

2. (x) (f) (if x is a potential f, then x has 
all of the rights of f's, and/or moral agents have 
towards x all of the duties that they have towards 
f's) • 
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Here, again, the principle in this form is far too inclusive 

to be plausible; there would need to be restrictions on the 

range of rights or duties, and perhaps also on the range of 

f. Of course it sounds ridiculous to claim that a merely 

potential person has a right to, e.g., political 

participation or personal autonomy. Therefore, the general 

form of the thesis stated above would have to be amended to 

exclude those right that could not possibly apply. This might 

be attempted in either of the following ways. (1) It might be 

claimed that all potential persons do have all person-rights, 

which, if properly understood, are construed to have a 

conditional form: "All persons and potential persons have 

the right that if they are at any time capable of full 

autonomy (or whatever) they shall be allowed or caused to 

have it," (2) The more likely alternative to be taken by 

most theorists would be to add a qualification to the 

principle formulated above: 

2'. (x) (f) (if x is potentially f, then x has 
all of the rights of f's that are able to be 
applied in practice, given x's current capacities 
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and state of development ••. 

Since the discussion here is concerned primarily with 

potential personhood, and since personhood, as the condition 

of full moral status, is probably the most plausible property 

for a principle such as the above, we can, at least for now, 

consider the following version of 2'; 

2". (xl (if x is a potential person, then x 
has all of the rights of persons which would be 
applicable in practice to x's current capacities 
and state of development. ) 

It would also be logically coherent to suggest further 

candidates for potentiality principles, such as: 

3. Potential personhood (or other sorts of potential) 
is a sufficient condition for the possession of 
certain moral rights, but not because those rights 
are the rights of persons (or other kinds) and not 
because of any moral right to actualization, but 
for other, independent, reasons. 

Thus, it might be supposed that potential persons have a 

right to life, but not either because persons have a right to 
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life or because of any right to remain in existence to become 

actual persons. However, if potentiality is a ground for 

moral consideration, it seems extremely strange to think that 

there could be any reason for this that is not grounded in 

some way in the right's commensurability with the potential 

in question. Since I can think of no plausible ground for 

principles such as 3, I shall leave them out of the 

discussion. 

A defender of 2" might argue that the right to develop 

is just one of the rights of potential persons and that it is 

entailed by 2", since one of the rights that persons have is 

the right to be a person, and thus every potential person 

would also have the right to be a person. On the other hand, 

it might also be argued that l' entails the right to life 

(and perhaps other similar and related rights), since in 

order to become a person one must be permitted to remain in 

existence up until the time at which the development has 

taken place. If these two arguments are correct, or, in 

fact, if either of them is correct, it would seem that both 

an intuition that infants have a right to life and an 
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intuition that they have a right to develop would be 

indeterminate as to which of these types of principles they 

might express. 

Still, 1 and 2, or l' and 2" could be construed nlso in 

such a way that neither implies the other. There is 0. very 

strict reading of 2" on which it would follow thnt potentinl 

persons have a right to life, but since actual persons huve 

the right to remain persons, rather than to P_~_COIJlP pel'sons, 

infants would have the exact same right, which would b(' 

simply inapplicable to their current situation, ~i\'t'li t.hal 

they are not yet persons. Either such a right waul d lH' 

merely inert or it would be nonexistent, negated b~' t.IIt, 

current applicability criterion. Such a pas j ti on wOlll dimply 

that an infant can be wronged by being killed, but not b~' 

having ",ithheld from it the training and nllrt.lll'C t.hll\. nrc:' 

necessary for development into a person. I . e. I (~\,l'lI nil ndull 

that has been kept as a well-eared-for slave OJ' }let migllt not 

have suffered any wrong. While this is a lo~icnl)y coherent 

position, it is inconsistent with the ~entati\'c RSHumption, 

set out in chapter one, that such trea~ment is H lIIornl wrong 
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to the one that is denied the chance to develop. Therefore, 

it is appropriate to suggest that this type of construal of 

2" would have to yield to the construal which implies that 

there is a right to develop, if such a principle is to be 

given serious consideration as sufficient without the 

addition of l' or some other principle to handle the 

problematic result. 

Principles such as l' can also be construed in a way 

that does not imply that potential persons have a right to 

life. It could be that potential persons have a right to 

become persons which is conditional on their continuing to 

exist up to the time or stage at which they would be expected 

to have become persons or would have acquired the capacity to 

become persons. This sort of provision would preclude the 

ascription of a right to life, as such, on the basis of 

potential personhood. I.e., it is consistent with such a 

requirement that potential implies only a right not to be 

caused to become a full-fledged personage without being a 

person. This sort of provision, while it would appear 

somewhat ad hoc in many contexts, is not totally 
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counterintuitive, for it does clearly seem that even for a 

confirmed anti-abortionist there might be an extra dimension 

of the moral wrong that is done to a potential person which 

is kept alive but raised as a non-person slave. 

This version of the actualization principle would be 

similar to the qualification which Feinberg includes in his 

thesis that rights are grounded in interests: where a thing 

at one time in its existence does not have interests (or 

before it exists) it cannot have a right to life (i.e., to 

remain in existence or come into existence). However, what 

is done at that time may come to invade the interests that it 

will later have. Thus, there may be future or provisional 

rights against certain other forms of treatment even where 

3 
there is no right against being killed. 

On this construal of the actualization principle it 

would avoid the result that since fetuses have a right to 

become persons they also have a right to life, but it would 

3. Joel Feinberg, Rights. Justice, and the Bounds of 
Liberty, pp. 178-183, 207-220, 
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fail to give any grounds against infanticide. This again 

seems at least somewhat counterintuitive, and in addition, 

this whole interpretation does appear to be rather ad hoc in 

a way in which the similar reasoning in the case of the 

interest thesis is not. 

If our moral reasoning does involve a potentiality 

principle, it is not clear from their relation to one another 

"hether that principle is an actualization principle or a 

relevant-similarity principle, or both. This does not yet 

establish that there are no grounds for distinguishing 

between them on the basis of their implications. 

Granted that a potentiality principle could generate 

some of the moral judgments that are left out by the standard 

central theories of ethics, it remains to be seen (1) whether 

such a principle is truly consistent with the rest of our 

ethical thinking, (2) whether there are additional grounds 

for such a principle, and (3) whether there are other, better 

founded, "ays of generating the same results. (3), of 

course, is part of the business of the remaining chapters, 

and (1) will be the topic of most of the remainder of this 
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chapter, but first it is important to see why, other than the 

postulation from a few intuitions, one might think that 

potential personhood is morally relevant. 

It is always logically possible that a proposed 

principle of ethics is simply "given" in the system of 

reasoning. Where there is no other way of generating a set 

of completely unabandonable judgments, a principle must be 

postulated as essentially axiomatic in the system. 

Potentiality principles fail to meet this criterion on two 

counts: (1) the assumptions with which I am working are what 

I take to be intuitively highly plausible. but not absolutely 

unabandonable, and (2) I shall argue in subseq\lent chapters 

that the same intuitions can be generated from other 

principles as well. So while it could be that a potentiality 

thesis does hold a bottom-line position in the system, there 

is so far no need to assume that it does. 

Otherwise, it might be proposed that a principle of this 

sort is necessitated by peripheral constraints on the system, 

such as the following: 
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(1) Potential persons are in general similar 
enough to actual persons that to make 
ethical distinctions between the two 
classes would risk eroding the special 
respect which we have for persons; or a 
closely related proposal: 

(2) Our natural disposition is to consider 
persons and potential persons similarly 
in our moral judgments, so that if we are 
to foster a disposition to treat persons 
in a special way we automatically foster 
the disposition to treat potential persons 
in a similar way. 

These and other similar types of considerations will be 

treated in a later chapter. For now it is enough to mention 

that it seems very unlikely that this sort of consideration 

would necessitate potentiality principles, per se, rather 

than some pattern of judgments which includes or overlaps 

those principles. 

2. The Concept of Potentiality in Ethics 

Aside from the observation that they may have no 

independent foundation beyond their postulation as grounds 
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for certain intuitions, the considerations against 

potentiality principles arise in the same way as their 

defense, through the need to uphold certain intuitively 

desirable theoretical results. One of the best known attacks 

on potentiality principles has been launched by Michael 

Tooley, whose motivation is to defeat the antiabortion 

arguments which appeal to potential personhood. Since 

Tooley's argument raises the essential issues involved, I 

shall discuss it here as a model for antipotentiality 

positions. 

Tooley proposes a thought experiment in which a chemical 

is discovered which will cause kittens to develop into cats 

with the psychological capacities of persons. He writes: 

If it is not seriously wrong to refrain from 
initiating such a causal process, neither is 
it seriously wrong to interfere with such a 
process. Suppose that a kitten is accidentally 
injected with the chemical. As long as it has 
not yet developed those properties that in themselves 
endow something with a right to life, there cannot 
be anything wrong with interfering with the causal 
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process and preventing the development of the 
properties in question. 4 

Surely, he argues, since there is nothing wrong with ending 

the life (or preventing the further development) of one of 

these kittens, and since there is no morally relevant 

difference between these potential cat-persons and potential 

human-persons, there must be nothing wrong with ending the 

lives of potential human-persons. Thus potential personhood 

is not a morally relevant factor. 

This cat example is just one of the innumerable problem 

cases that plague potentiality theorists. Does every human 

egg and sperm have a right to become a person? If cloning 

technology advances, will every cell have that right? If 

genetic engineering progresses we might become able to 

program toad eggs to develop like us, or rat eggs, or 

whatever, and surely, it has been suggested, this forms a 

reductio of the potentiality thesis. 

In order to address these arguments, I shall develop a 

further analysis of the concept of potentiality. My aim will 

4. Tooley, p. 61. 
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be to show, in the process of the analysis, that while there 

may be little direct justification for potentiality 

principles, still it is questionable whether they have some 

of the counterintui~ive implications which they at first seem 

to have. 

"x is potentially a person", it will be generally 

agreed, is to be understood as, "it is possible that X become 

a person, "where 'possible' is to be taken in the sense of 

"physically possible" rather than "logically possible." 

Physical, or nomic, possibility is normally analyzed in terms 

of nomic regularities, or the laws of nature; an event or 

state of affairs is nomically possible just in case its 

coming about is in accordance with the laws of nature, given 

the initial state of affairs which actually obtains in the 

world. For example, it is nomically possible that a baby 

(with a normal brain) should think, but it is nomically 

impossible that a cactus should think, because the laws of 

nature are such that only those things with brains think. 

A typical characterization of the concept of physical 

possibility comes from Nicholas Rescher: 
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A consideration of the "laws of nature" is 
indispensable to any theory of possibility, 
because laws and dispositions establish a 
dividing line between the genuinely possible 
(that which is really possible) and the merely 
possible (the sphere of purely speculative 
possibility), serving to separate proximate from 
remote possibility, as it were. This acorn might 
possible (sic) develop into an oak tree (it might 
not, too, for it might be eaten by a squirrel). 
Here we have a real possibility. One might also 
contemplate the "possibility" that the acorn 
develop into a pear tree; but this is clearly 
no real possibility--it is a purely hypothetical 
possibility, and a very far-fetched one at that. 
In the former case, things run in their lawful 
channel, while the latter case plainly requires 
us to abrogate or modify the laws of nature. This 
important amplification of the distinction between 
real, physical, or natural possibility, and strictlv 
hypothetical (or "merely logical") possibility--the 
former of which calls for preserving not only logical 
and conceptual principles, but the laws of nature as 
well--is one of the fundamental ideas of our subject. s 

There is, however, an additional distinction to be 

drawn, not between logical and nomic possibility, but this 

time between what can be called remote and proximate nomic 

possibility. David Annis appeals to such a distinction in 

5. Nicholas Rescher, A Theory of Possibility, Pittsburgh, 
1975, p. 144. 
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"Abortion and the Potentiality Principle", where he points 

out that physical possibility must be analyzed at least 

partly in terms of subjunctive conditionals, and subjunctives 

are not transitive. This is used to block the reductio 

argument which says that if potential personhood entails 

rights to development or to life, then every sperm and every 

egg have such rights. It is true that a human egg has the 

potential to become a zygote; if it were to be penetrated by 

a sperm a zygote would come about. It is also true that a 

zygote is a potential person (at least on the view discussed 

by Annis); if the zygote developed long enough it would 

become a person. From the two propositions, 'if the ~ were 

fertilized it would become a zygote' and 'if the zygote were 

allowed to develop it would become a person' it does not 

follow that if the ~ were fertilized it would become a 

~erson, and therefore it does not follow that the egg is a 

potential person. 

Although the application of this sort of argument will 

prove to be problematic in many borderline cases, it is quite 

significant for many cases of what might be generically 
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characterized as potential personhood; if it is correct, this 

removes part of the case against potential personhood as a 

ground for moral significance. Cells which could be cloned 

are only remotely potential persons, as are all of the 

millions of non-human reproductive cells that might be 

genetically engineered to be able to develop human-like 

capacities, so it might not follow that all of these things 

would have rights of development. 

It will be appropriate to mention at this point that 

this sort of argument, along with those which follow, is 

important for this project for two reasons. (1) As I have 

said, in fairness to potentiality theories, it is necessary 

to see whether or not just anything that could "become" 

something morally significant has the real potential to do so 

in a morally significant sense. (2) So far I have been 

discussing potentiality as a sufficient condition for moral 

consideration, but the potential to develop in a certain way 

is always a trivially necessary condition for any right of 

development, at least for it to be in any way applicable. 

Therefore, it is essential to have a clear account of the 
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limits of possible becoming, no matter what the proposed 

grounds for such a right might be. 

Surely the sort of distinction drawn by Annis is correct 

in essence, and there are clear-cut cases in which it must be 

applied. The guidelines for applying it in general, though, 

are not so clear. Suppose that someone were to say, "A 

ten-year-old child is potentially a teenager, and a teenager 

is potentially an adult, so a ten-year-old is only remotely 

potentially an adult", or "the car door could be opened and 

if it were you could get inside, so it is only remotely 

possible for you to get in to the car", for it is always 

possible in such cases to find a subjunctive conditional 

which from the initial state of affairs would take the 

envisaged transition only part of the way. 

In all cases of this sort we are faced with statements 

of the following type: (1) "The F would become a G if 

condition C were to obtain, and the G would become an H if 

C were to obtain", and (2) "The F would become an H if C 
2 

and C were to obtain. The problem is in determining in 
2 

which sorts of cases 2 is true independently of 1 (though 1 
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still might be true), and in which cases 2 is true only as an 

expression of the truth of 1. The case of the ten-year-old's 

development and of entering the car seem clearly to be of the 

former type. 

I want to suggest that our only guidelines for the 

distinction are to be found in the continuity or 

discontinuity of the process leading from the initial state 

to the envisaged possible end state, and in the similarity or 

dissimilarity of the individual in the initial state to the 

individual in the possible end state. Remoteness or nearness 

6 
of N-possibility would then be to some extent a matter of 

degree, with grey or fuzzy areas between the clear extremes. 

For example, the reason that transitivity fails from egg or 

sperm to person is because between egg and zygote there is a 

radical transformation of kind and form and function, and 

between zygote and person there is also such an extreme 

transformation, so that while the first change is great, but 

still, as it were, directly accessible from the initial 

6. David B. Annis, "Abortion and the Potentiality 
Principle," Southern Journal of Philosophy 22, pp. 155-158. 



state, the end state is discontinuous and dissimilar enough 

with the initial state only to be accessible from the 

intermediate state. Surely this would also apply to many of 

the other sorts of things that might bd hypothetically 

thought potential persons: individual body cells, non-human 

germ cells, perhaps Tooley-Kittens. With respect to the 

latter, I would tentatively concede that they are analogous 

to early stages of human development, and if there is a grey 

area between remote and proximate potentiality, both those 

kittens and human fetuses seem to be in that grey area 

through some part of their development. 

At the extreme, the remoteness of N-possibilities merges 

into loss of identity. A cow is "potentially" a collection 

of steaks and hamburgers, which, when eaten, will "become" a 

collection of human cells and excreted waste matter, but 

surely by the time these transformations have taken place the 

cow no longer exists. This topic will be treated in more 

depth in the next chapter. 
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Some philosophers draw a similar distinction between 

7 
(mere) potentiality and (actual) capacity. An adult 

comatose patient has the capacity for personhood, which is 

currently unfulfilled, while a fetus or even an infant may be 

though to have merely the potential for personhood. In 

essence, this is often an application of the same kind of 

reasoning that is involved in the distinction between remote 

and proximate potentiality, but with perhaps differing 

judgments about what is proximate enough to count as genuine 

capacity rather than mere potential. In the form which would 

judge that all who have not yet actually become persons lack 

the true capacity for personhood, this is to be tentatively 

rejected as inconsistent with my initial assumption that 

infants ought to be raised to become persons. 

It might be thought that distinctions of the preceding 

sorts involve not only judgments of degree, but also a 

7. There are many concepts of remoteness of potentiality, 
reflecting various theoretical purposes and various aspects 
of the possibility of becoming. This present concept of 
remoteness is obviously not the same as that cited by Rescher 
in distinguishing nomic from logical possibility. 
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genuine failure of transitivity between possibilities 

themselves. That is, it seems that iterations of physical 

possibilities do not reduce to a single possibility as do 

logical possibilities in the 54 and 55 systems, where it is a 

thesis that possibly (possibly p ) iff possibly p. For 

example, if Melissa has taken the carburetor off of Stan's 

car he cannot drive the car today. Although she could 

reinstall the carburetor today without violating any of the 

laws of nature, she will not do so until tomorrow. From the 

fact that it is possible for the carburetor to be back on the 

car today, and that with the carburetor installed it is 

possible to drive the car, it does not follow that it is 

possible for Stan to drive his car today. 

In practice, we are rarely concerned with finding out 

whether or not a hypothetical state of affairs is simply 

N-possible or N-impossible without a context. Certainly all 

judgments of N-possibility are to be made with reference to 

the actual world and actual states of affairs, and the 

question to be asked is: would it be in accordance with the 

laws of nature for the actual state of affairs to be 
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superceded by the state whose possibility is in question? In 

regard to the as-yet-unactualized possible, its becoming 

actual depends in most cases on other conditions which do not 

yet obtain, and which, in fact, may be purely counterfactual. 

To say that a child is a potential person is to assume that 

all of the nurture and training that are necessary for that 

transition are genuinely possible. In contexts such as this, 

where the hypothetical end state is possible only through the 

obtaining of various other events and states, there are in 

principle two sorts of answers that could be given to every 

question regarding the possibility of the end state: ( 1) it 

is impossible because the necessary conditions for it ~ not 

actually met (i.e., it is possibly possible, but not 

possible), or (2) it is possible because the necessary (and 

jointly sufficient) conditions for it are possible. I want 

to argue, though, that this reasoning rests on an ambiguity 

in the concept of N-possibility. 

Here I would like to introduce yet another distinction 

between notions of nomic possibility. While we are often 

concerned with the true accessibility of possibilities from 
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the actual world, given both its laws and its existent 

individuals and states of affairs, this is not always the 

case. We also make conjectures about what might be nomically 

possible in a less restricted sense, but one which is still 

short of the lawlessness of logical possibility. I shall 

say, then, that: 

1. A hypothetical event or state of affairs, s, is 
absolutely N-impossible iff s would be inconsistent 
with the most basic physical laws of the actual 
world in all possible worlds in which those laws 
operate. 

For example, it is absolutely N-impossible for any two 

possible masses to be near one another without being affected 

by gravity. It is not absolutely N-impossible that an acorn 

grow into a pear tree, for there are logically possible 

worlds in which the laws of nature remain as in the actual 

world, but in which people exploit those laws by developing 

very advanced techniques of genetic alteration applicable 
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8 
even at the stage of the fertilized seed. 

2. An event or state of affairs is actually 
N-impossible iff the actually-obtaining 
affairs, s1' is such that s1 's being 
superceded by s2 would be inconsistent with the 
physical laws of the actual world. 

This is the notion of "real", or "genuine" possibility 

described by Rescher. It is not clear whether or not it is 

actually N-impossible for some acorn at some time to develop 

into a pear tree, since it is not clear whether or not our 

technology could progress to that extent, given the physical, 

financial, and human psychological resources that might be 

available. It is actually N-impossible for this acorn to 

become a pear tree if it begins to germinate today, 

8. This is in addition to the usual concern with those 
logically possible worlds in which the actual individuals 
remain unchanged but in which we consider what might come 
about with alterations in the actual laws of nature. 
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This is the notion of "real", or "genuine" possibility 

described by Rescher. It is not clear whether or not it is 

actually N-impossible for some acorn at some time to develop 

into a pear tree, since it is not clear whether or not our 

technology could progress to that extent, given the physical, 

financial, and human psychological resources that might be 

llvailable. It is actually N-impossible for this acorn to 

become a pear tree if it begins to germinate today. 

In the contexts with which I am concerned, the apparent 

failure of physical possibility iterations to generate actual 

possibilities resolves into the following two principles. 

1. Where the "transition" from s to s is possible 
1 2 

only given an intermediate condition s , and where s is 
3 3 

merely absolutely possible, but not actually possible, the 

(absolute) possibility of s 's obtaining, together with the 
3 

(absolute) possibility of s 's obtaining if s obtains, will 
2 3 

not yield the (actual) possibility of s 's obtaining, so it 
2 

might seem as if the possibility of a possibility does not 

yield a possibility. This sort of reasoning is applicable 

where our own decisions do not form part of the conditions 
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having the role of s. For example, it may not be actually 
3 

possible that a giant meteor will destroy the Earth tomorrow, 

even though it is possible that if one is near and heading in 

our way the Earth will be destroyed, and it is possible that 

a giant meteor is in such a relation to the Earth. However, 

given that there is no such meteor, it is impossible that the 

Earth will be destroy~d by a giant meteor tomorrow. This, 

though, is because given the rest of the actual state of the 

world, it is only absolutely possible, and actually possible 

that such a meteor is heading our way. 

2. Where human choice and rational agency is involved, 

it is never correct for a person or group to consider their 

won choices of possible actions as part of the given 

conditions which would imply that certain outcomes are 

physically impossible. Part of what is meant by saying that 

we are free agents (or true agents at all) is that the 

dispositional states in which we find ourselves never count 

as criteria of physical necessity in our calculations of what 

we can and cannot do. Cases of true compulsion, though, are 

cases in which real agency is absent, and in which the 
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"choices" must simply be taken as natural conditions of the 

actual world. 

For example, Melissa, who has removed Stan's carburetor, 

might say, "It is impossible for him to drive his car today 

because I've decided to keep the carburetor off his engine 

until tomorrow, even though if I reinstall it today he will 

be able to drive the car, and I can (but I won't) reinstall 

it." This has the form of a .judgment that possibLy possibl v 

Q, but no~ possiblv Q. In ordinary discourse this is fine, 

but the more precise way for Melissa to characterize the 

situation would be to say that he could, indeed, drive the 

car today, but ~ill not because she chooses a particular one 

of the possibilities open to her. Stan, though, may rightly 

judge that given her actual decision he is personally 

powerless to bring about the desired result (though he may 

also not be--he might be able to achieve the result through 

persuasion or some mechanical work of his own). 

In such cases the issue is not whether a particular 

outcome is possible given that some controllable possible 

condition is unactualized. Rather it is a matter of whether 
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one is willing to actualize certain members of inconsistent 

sets of possibilities. There are sets of possibilities which 

are absolutely N-impossible where the individual members are 

absolutely N-possible. Every conjunction of an actual state 

of affairs with any actually N-impossible subsequent state 

constitutes an absolutely N-impossible set. There are also 

sets of possibilities whose members are jointly actually 

impossible, but individually actually possible. For example, 

given the actual world, including the fact that I have 

some\\'hat limited financial resources, I cannot both spend 

S5,OOO gambling in Las Vegas next week and keep a reserve of 

savings in the bank, although both might be (individual) 

genuinely possible. 

To return to the ethical issues involving potentiality, 

let us imagine that researchers have just discovered that 

chimpanzees actually have about the same brain capacity as 

humans (despite appearances and measurements; their brains 

make use of the available neural tissue differently than 

ours) . It has also been discovered that they do not develop 

human types of reasoning and communication except with 
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special techniques of training, which have been tested and 

found effective. With this training, they can develop 

linguistic skills like ours, and can be brought to the point 

at which they can participate in our culture just as we do. 

Now it seems probable that many people would be averse 

to training them in this way, but it would not even be 

plausible to argue that while our own children are potential 

persons these apes are not. The decision to withhold 

training and eventual human treatment would have to be made 

on some other ground, as, for example, that it is too 

expensive, and would lessen our own welfare, or that they are 

ugly animals. The point is, if the potential for personhood 

is the ground for a human,right to become persons, there 

should be no reason to withhold it from those apes, for they 

would have the same potential, and in both cases some 

significant human effort is necessary for actualization of 

the potential. 

Suppose now that the discovery is, instead, that 

chimpanzees, through a simple, cheap, minor surgical 

procedure become able to be trained as in the above example. 
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Here one might want to give either of two additional 

arguments against doing this to them. It might be claimed 

that the potential to become persons is so remote as not to 

count in any significant way (as in the egg or 

sperm-to-person argument,. This seems rather poorly founded, 

for there is no sequence of drastic physical metamorphoses of 

kind. One might then argue that the potential is remote in 

the other sense discussed, i.e., that it involves a possible 

change which could only occur given a previous possible 

change, and that since the development of person-traits is 

only P_9s_sjJ.?A..X Qossible, it does not follm,' that it is a 

genuine possibility. Where this is not simply a judgment of 

remoteness of potential, though, it really reflects a choice 

not to bring about the conditions necessary for the end 

state's obtaining. It is actually impossible that both the 

apes become persons anq we do nothing to modify them so that 

they will be able to be educated, but it is, in the imagined 

case, physically possible for the apes to become persons, 

because the sequence of events leading to their personhood is 

genuinelY physically possible. 
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Since the possibility of human personhood depends on 

possible human action there is no genuine difference in 

potential based on the need for slight modifications of the 

organism in addition to the education and nurture that are 

expected. Of course we acknowledge this in the case of 

humans, for is a child were born with a brain defect which 

rendered it incapable of being educated, but which could be 

easil:.' remedied wi th a minor operation, we would not sa;\" , "He 

can't develop into a normal adult, so he doesn't have any 

right to be educated." Instead we would say that he could 

easily become a normal adult, and we would even say that he 

had been wronged if he were not given the surgery. 

The fact that the analogous cases involving animals are 

not blocked from moral rights of personhood does not in 

itself show that potentiality is an illegitimate ground for a 

right to develop. It is not at all clear that we should want 

to find any relevant difference between the case of infants 

and the cases of other sorts of things that might be found to 

have a genuine potential for personhood, for the aversion 

which people might feel towards granting that there are 
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similar rights in those cases can probably be completely 

accounted for in terms of species prejudice and fears of 

conflicts of interests between groups. 

3. Teleological Potentiality 

So far, I have been discussing potentiality in terms of a 

simple physical possibility of becoming. There is another, 

stronger sense of potentiality which is sometimes invoked by 

opponents of abortion. This is what can be best called 

teleological potentiality. According to some vie\Vs of human 

development, a human being in any of the early stages of 

development is to be understood as essentially an uncompleted 

or unfulfilled human being, rather than as an entity whose 

identity and nature are determined by its present properties. 

Thus, its development expresses a future-oriented nature 

until it has fulfilled its telos and becomes a full-fledged 

human being or person. Probably the most fully-developed 

treatment of teleological potentiality in ethics is to be 
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9 
found in the work of Baruch Brody. Brody uses this type 

of view to argue, essentially, that if full-fledged humans 

have a right to life, then so do fetuses, since the latter 

are essentially full-fledged human beings, who happen to be 

in an unfulfilled stage of development. The details of the 

argumentation do not matter for my purposes, since I am not 

concerned here with whether or not this theory is correct, 

but only with the implications which it would have if it is 

correct. More specifically, I am concerned with determining 

whether or not a theory of teleogical potentiality would 

yield a right to become a person independently of the sort of 

potentiality principles I have been discussing, and whether 

the implications of those principles would be affected by 

substituting a concept of teleological potentiality for the 

previously-considered concept of mere physical possibility of 

becoming. 

9. Baruch Brody, Abortion and the Sanctity of Human Life: 
A Philosophical View, Boston, 1975; Identity and Essence, 
Princeton, 1980 
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Before taking up these questions, let me draw another 

distinction. There are two forms that teleological 

potentiality theses can take, involving (1) a 

physical-program account of potentiality, and (2) a 

conceptual account. According to the first, an individual x 

has the teleological potential to be an F just in case x has 

an internally-determined disposition to become an F, as in 

the case of a fetus's genetic determination to become an 

independently-surviving human being. According to the second 

type of account, an x has the potential to become an F just 

in case x essentially falls under a concept, f, which is 

defined in terms of a completed process of development such 

that x must be considered an uncompleted stage of an F. 

The appeal to physical teleology of an infant or fetus 

adds little to mere physical possibility appeals with regard 

to establishing a right to become a person. A fetus's 

disposition to develop is the disposition to grow into an 

infant. Beyond the point of birth, further development 

requires positive efforts on the part of others. Therefore, 

while in the case of the fetus's disposition to become a baby 
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it might make sense to prescribe a lack of intervention in an 

independently continuing process, the nurture required for 

personhood makes that further transition a question of 

whether or not to act so as to bring about development which 

is partly determined by physical dispositions and partly 

determined by human decisions. So we should say that the 

development of personhood is possibl~, contingent on our 

actions, bringing us back to the same problem as in the case 

of physical-possibility potentiality. Therefore, the appeal 

to genuine ~ersonhood as the teleological fulfillment of 

infant or fetal development does not involve a 

physically-determined disposition, and thus is either 

mistaken or expresses, instead, a thesis about conceptual 

teleology. 

The concept of an infant or fetus as essentially a 

future person expresses a normative judgment that the infant 

or fetus should become a person, since, after all, it is up 

to us (rather than determined by nature) whether or not it 

does it does become a person. This dependence on human 

agency, in fact, is more than just a matter of whether or not 
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we intervene in a natural state or process; it is ~ who 

supply the telos of personhood. So it is impossible to 

separate the teleological concept of personhood from the 

prescriptions of development which we supply, and these are 

obviously not independent of the moral issue of whether we 

ought to bring about this development. 

The judgment that an infant is essentially the person 

whom it will become might well express a moral judgment that 

it ought to become a person, but it cannot thereby also form 

a ground for that judgment, on pain of circularity. So, 

while it might involve an important moral intuition, and 

might be quite significant to the issue of development, a 

teleological potentiality principle seems not to give grounds 

for the right to become a person over and above any that 

might be claimed to be established by a physical-possibility 

thesis. 

4. Summary and Conclusion 
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I have so far found no firm grounds in potentiality 

considerations per se, for holding that they entail rights of 

development. Still, though, it might be that there are other 

reasons requiring us to include a potentiality thesis in our 

system of moral judgments. For example, if the form of our 

judgments about persons' rights is such as to extend them to 

non-actual persons, those judgments then have the form of 

either a potentiality thesis or a kind-based position, or 

some combination of potentiality and kind theses. This, of 

course, is because, first, full membership in the moral 

community would always be dependent on the potential to be a 

full-fledged member, so that even with no other restrictions 

the possibility of developing is always a necessary 

restriction; second, because if there is any other limit on 

the class of things that should be allowed to develop, it 

must be in terms of some other characteristics of those 

things that are judged to fall into that class. 

If there is some prima facie reason to suppose that our 

moral reasoning must include a potentiality thesis, it is 

important to prove whether or not such a thesis coheres with 
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the rest of our system of moral judgments. I have 

tentatively accepted that a certain sort of "remoteness" of 

potential will block some of the most counterintuitive 

implications that are sometimes claimed to follow from the 

thesis that certain potentials (e.g., personhood) are 

sufficient for moral rights of development. However, I have 

not made that notion of remoteness very clear or pursued its 

further implications. The concept of remote potentiality 

will be made more precise in its relation to metamorphoses 

and losses of identity in Chapter IV. 

On analyzing certain aspects of the concept of physical 

possibility, I have failed to find any grounds for holding 

that mere unactualized possibilities which would be necessary 

for further possibilities would similarly block the judgment 

that those further possibilities ought to be actualized 

(where such judgments seem to be generated by a potentiality 

thesis). The fact that the means of actualizing certain 

potential are themselves still unrealized may often raise 

issues of ordering the priorities of our planned efforts, 

which in some cases may also end up negating the prima facie 
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judgment that a certain potential ought to be actualized. 

Obviously, the discussion here and throughout this work 

considers rights of development in general as prima facie, in 

principle defeasible in balance with other moral 

considerations. 

This reasoning would provide at least one important 

ground for the judgment that the remoteness of potentiality 

in this second sense, as well as the first, correlates with 

weakness of obligation; the more complicated and difficult 

the process of actualizing potential and the more stages are 

involved in arriving at the end stage, the more our time and 

efforts and resources would have to be channeled away from 

the maximization of our own interests and even from the 

actualization of other potentials which may be more directly 

accessible from the current states. This, though, is a very 

different reason for the possible weakening of duties than is 

given by the metaphysical argument for remoteness of 

potential which has been briefly suggested and which will be 

further discussed in Chapter IV. 
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In a full treatment of the moral relevance of 

potentiality, I would include a complete discussion of 

,vhether or not there are practical constraints of application 

and administration which would require that we treat at least 

some potential persons similarly to actual persons. However, 

since that topic can be effectively separated from the 

directly ethical and metaphysical issues that hold a prior 

position in this theoretical quest, I shall postpone that 

discussion for consideration with other questions of the 

operation of practical constraints. For this current 

inquiry, it will be enough to conclude with the following 

observations. 

1. Any straightforwardly utilitarian theory of ethics 

which does not include a highly questionable restriction of 

moral relevance to actual desires and preferences would seem 

to be committed to the relevance of potentiality as follows: 

Wherever utility for an individual would be increased by that 

individual's development there is at least a minimal prima 

facie case for our duty to bring about or permit that 

development. The only limiting factors on such duties would 
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be conflicts with overall expected utility and limits on the 

possibility of developing. Thus, utilitarian theories which 

prescribe duties to bring about development of personhood 

would be subject to essentially the same limits on our duties 

to actualize potential as would other types of theories which 

for one reason or another prescribe direct duties to 

non-persons to allow or cause their development. So on this 

score there is no easy way to judge the intuitive adequa.cy of 

utilitarian as opposed to non-utilitarian theories. 

2. To return to the discussion in Chapter II, it can be 

seen that if a potentiality thesis were accepted it would 

yield the kind of judgments which were formulated as type 1, 

i.e., where rights to be an F are extended to non-F's (for at 

least some f). That is, to say that potential F-hood (e.g., 

personhood) is sufficient for F-rights or for the right to be 

F is either equivalent to saying that there are no limits 

(short of impossibility) on the conditions for such rights, 

or to saying that the only limits would be the impossibility 

of F-hood or the non-membership in some significant kind 

other than f itself. 
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Likewise, if some form of the "conditionless" view 

discussed in Chapter II reflects the way in which, for 

whatever reason, we must conceive of our moral community, 

then we must accept some form of potentiality thesis (as was 

previously argued in that chapter), so all theoretical limits 

on the applicability of potentiality principles apply to all 

theories which recognize the impossibility of moral community 

membership as the sole ground for non-membership. On a view 

of this sort, where access to full moral community membership 

is considered to be, by its very nature, the kind of good 

which cannot be restricted to actual full-fledged community 

members, it might be reasonably presumed that not just any 

potential ought to be brought to actualization. Tadpoles, 

for example, are potential frogs, but there is nothing about 

froghood which would require that we make it accessible to 

all potential frogs. However, tadpoles are not (currently, 

at least) potential persons or potential full-fledged moral 

community members, although they might be considered minimal 

members in the sense that they are directly morally 

significant. So the prescribed access to personhood in this 
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type of theory would not entail applicable or exercisable 

rights of tadpoles and other "lower" life-forms to become 

persons or full moral community members. It remains to be 

seen whether such things as tadpoles could in principle ever 

become persons or full moral community members, and thus, 

whether, on this sort of view, they could even be thought to 

have latent or currently inapplicable direct moral status 

relative to becoming persons. That, again, is part of the 

work of the remaining discussion. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IDENTITY AND BECOMING 

1. The Role of Identity in the Ethics of Becoming 

At first glance it might appear thnt, for whatever 

reason, our moral system attributes rigllts (or other moral 

status) to individuals in something like tile following way: 

where f is any property or configuration of properties that 

is sufficient for membership in the moral community, and t is 

a time, (x) (t) (if Fx at t, then (t') (x is n member of the 

moral community at t')). That is, if ono lias ever had or 

will have the conditions of moral community membership, then 

one is always a member of the moral community. This seems to 

cohere with the standard judgment thnt u human being who has 
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become incompetent (especially reversibly) retains the right 

to be treated as a person and to be brought back to competent 

personhood if possible. It also corresponds to the kind of 

reasoning which Melden's account of infants' rights at first 

~ears to be expressing. Melden argues from the premise 

that the infant really is the individual that is a person, 

even though at the present stage the qualities of personhood 

are absent. 

However, it is obvious that this sort of forward-looking 

account of personal identity cannot give any grounds for the 

moral status of infants except within a true potentiality 

theory; if the infant is not trained into personhood, then it 

is simply not true that it is identical to a later life-stage 

of personhood. Thus, Melden's position, illasfar as it is 

plausible, reduces to a conceptually-based teleological 

potentiality theory, wherein identity of the infant with the 

later person is acknowledged as a necessary, but not 

sufficient, condition for moral community membership. In 

fact, if it could be shown that in taking on person-qualities 

an infant goes out of existence and is replaced by another 
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individual, then it would seem to make little sense to say 

that the infant's "potential" to become a person could imply 

that it has a right to be succeeded by a person. Thus it is 

essential to the purposes of potentiality theories to show 

that identity is, in fact, preserved across morally 

significant changes. Also, then, if there are cases of 

"becoming" which really involve a loss of identify--an 

extinction and replacement of the original entity--those 

cases could not ordinarily support judgments to the effect 

that the original entity has a right to "become" (i.e., be 

replaced by) its successor. 

There is a rather obvious type of counterexample to the 

reasoning just outlined. People clearly are thought to have 

rights involving the treatment of others about whom they 

care, and involving the treatment of their bodies and 

possessions after death. Therefore, it does appear to make 

sense to attribute to a present individual the right to 

certain forms of treatment of future individuals with which 

that individual is not identical. However, rights regarding 

third parties seem to be attributable only to actual persons. 
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Where x at t is not aware of or interested in its state at 
1 

t it is still possible that x, as an individual, may have an 
2 

interest in, or stand to benefit from, having certain 

properties at t. Thus, where x becomes y, and x=y,x can 
2 

benefit, in some minimal, non-cognitive sense, from y's 

having some good, even if x is not aware of the potential 

benefit. A one-year-old child can benefit from (has an 

interest in, and can have a right to) becoming a 

well-educated adult rather than an ignorant, abused adult, 

even if she currently is not interested in what she will be 

in adulthood. 

On the other hand, if x at t is merely replaced by y at 

t in such a way that x and yare not identical, x can 
2 

benefit from, or have an interest in, y's having a good 

only if x is actually interested in y's having the good in 

question. For example, x might have an interest, in the 

cognitive sense, in what happens to his corpse after death 

even though in becoming a corpse, it would be reasonable to 

say, he will go out of existence. A cat presumably has no 

interest, in the same sense, in what will happen to its body 
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after death, or in what will happen to anything after it no 

longer exists. Where x is not y and x is not'cognitivelY 

interested in what happens to y, x cannot in any way benefit 

from or be harmed by what happens to y, and x is not related 

in any to y which would form a ground for x's rights relative 

to y's treatment. Therefore, since presumably no potential 

person is cognitively interested in becoming a person 

(except, possibly, in some borderline stages), the 

preservation of identify from non-person to person is 

necessary for any right to become a person. On a quick 

consideration, this may seem strangely trivial; if something 

becom~ a person then of course it remains in existence. 

However, I shall argue that 'becomes' in ordinary language is 

ambiguous between an indentity-entailing sense and a 

succession/replacement sense, and that some of the 

strangeness of potentiality reasoning is due to inattention 

to this ambiguity. 

So, keeping in mind that identity across changes is 

necessary for any potentiality-based theory of rights to 

become persons, I shall propose an analysis of some of the 
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limits on any such theory. The main focus of this analysis 

will be the development of precision in one aspect of the 

generally vague concept of remote potentiality which was 

invoked in Chapter III. In that discussion of remote 

potentiality the crux of the matter became the problem of 

distinguishing between the following two sorts of cases: (a) 

those in which the possibility of something's developing in a 

certain way and the possibility, given that development, of a 

further development entail that the thing in question 

genuinely has the potential to reach the endpoint of that 

further development, and (b) those in which transitivity 

somehow fails across the chain of possible developments, so 

that the end state is not directly accessible, as a matter of 

genuine or relevant potential, from the initial state. The 

simplest and most solidly founded reason for such failure in 

the case of ethical status across changes would be loss of 

identity. In the following sections I shall outline some of 

the ways in which loss of identity may block the more absurd 
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consequences of potentiality principles in ethics as an 

explication of part of what may be loosely thought of as 

excessively remote potentiality. 

2. Identity and Composition 

It is often suggested that an unqualified thesis of the moral 

relevance of potential personhood would give no grounds for 

excluding such things as foods that could be metabolized to 

1 
constitute the bodies of persons. This, of course, ~ould 

show the absurdity of such a thesis, since it seems totally 

unacceptable to say that scattered collections of cabbage and 

barley molecules have a right to be eaten and come to 

constitute thinking, acting persons. 

I have argued that for the moral relevance of 

potentiality to even make sense, potentiality must be 

1. This issue is raised, for example, in Joel Feinberg's 
"Paradoxes of Potentiality" appendix to "The Rights of 
Animals and Unborn Generations," in his Rights. Justice. and 
the Bounds of Liberty, Princeton, 1980, pp. 183-184. 
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understood in a way which applies to a continuing individual 

throughout the fulfillment of the potential, rather than a 

succession of distinct individuals. The problem with the 

present type of examples is that they fail to acknowledge the 

distinction between identity and composition. Composition 

does not constitute or entail identity. If it did, a person 

would become scattered throughout the earth, in plants and 

riverbeds, gradually over a period of years, while other 

individuals would be continuously replacing one another in 

the continuum which we call the person. We cannot say that 

because the atoms that composed his body still exist Jean 

Paul Sartre still exists. And when one eats a carrot it is 

not the carrot that becomes part of the person. Rather, it 

is the stuff of which the carrot is composed which comes to 

compQse. part of the person. To say that the set of carrots 

and hamburgers and glasses of beer that are consumed become 

the person is true in a certain sense, but only in a loose 

sense which does not imply that the original objects survive 

the process of "becoming". To say that a set of foods could 

become a person would be to assent to a principle that where 
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x is composed of y and z is composed of y it follows that 

x=z. This is simply incorrect. 

Of course the identity conditions of hamburgers and 

quiches are shaky and questionable at best, and probably 

reduce to the identity conditions of their components. 

Granted, then, that the hamburger, qua hamburger, or the 

carrot, qua carrot, does not surviye the eating and 

metabolizing process, it still might be thought that the 

potential to become a person attaches to the molecules of 

hamburgers and carrots (even though carrots do, perhaps, have 

their own identity conditions). This theory fares no better, 

though, for it presupposes again that composition entails 

identify, which is false. This time it is not supposed that 

where x is composed of y and y comes to compose z x=z, but 

rather that in such a case y=z. This is, in fact, simply an 

expression of the mistaken premise underlying the former 

reasoning, i.e., the assumption that composition entails 

identity. 

Of course, this is not to say that objects are never 

identical to their components (or the sum thereof), but only 
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that the identity conditions of persons and human beings and 

other living organisms do not reduce to the identity 

conditions of their components. Therefore, the potential to 

"become" a person which may be found in all of the things 

that could become our components cannot be true potential 

personhood in the very different sense which could plausibly 

be relevant in the ethical context. 

3. Survival and Replacement 

In the discussion of composition relations, I have 

already appealed to a distinction between ordinary language 

concepts of becoming in such contexts as "x can become a 

person." This leads to the more general issue of when 

something's "potential personhood" involves the genuine 

possibility of that individual's acquiring the qualities of 

personhood, as distinguished from cases in which the process 

of "becoming" involves a transformation in the sense of a 

process of extinction and replacement. The discussion which 

follows will presuppose some form of essentialist account of 
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identity. While I would freely admit that so far no 

satisfactory comprehensive essentialist account of kinds and 

identity conditions has been developed, I take it that 

metaphysicians would agree that there are clearly some kinds 

of things which could not even in principle be converted into 

other kinds of things while retaining their identity as 

continuing individuals. Let us begin by considering some 

examples. 

When a person dies she becomes a corpse. The matter 

which constituted the person still exists in something very 

much like the same form as before death, and yet in this 

process of change it is most reasonable to say that the 

person ceases to exist (unless, or course, she survives in an 

immaterial form separated from the body, which somewhat 

complicates the issue). If the body is cremated, it has 

become, in a sense, a mass of ashes and some CO and other 
2 

combustion by-products. Even if there were any dispute about 

whether or not the individual that was a person still exists 

in the form of a dead body, it seems plainly false that she 

still exists in the form of the ashes which she has become. 
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This would be so even if there were not the intermediate 

stage of corpse between person and ashes. If the person were 

almost instantaneously burned up, dying in the process, it 

would be no different; she would still not continue as an 

individual across the change. 

David Wiggins discusses at length the Biblical story of 

Lot's wife, in which that character was said to have been 

transformed into a pillar of salt as a punishment for 

2 
disobeying God's command. Wiggins uses this as a paradigm 

case of impossible becoming; no individual in the real world, 

he argues, could be at one time a human being and at another 

time a pillar of salt while continuing to exist as that same 

individual. If this is correct, and if we can conceive of 

this transformation taking place (and surely we can), the 

statement that Lot's wife became a pillar of salt is to be 

2. David Wiggins, Sameness and Substance, Cambridge, 
1980, Chapter 2 and following. Also discussed in his earlier 
Id~ntity and Spatioternporal Continuity, Oxford, 1967. 
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understood as saying that she was converted into a pillar of 

salt, rather than that she acquired the property of being a 

pillar of salt. 

Of course, there is also a certain quasi-sophistical 

sense in which this child could not become an adult, i.e., 

the child, qua child, could not also at the same time be an 

adult, no could an idiot be intelligent, nor could a bachelor 

be married. But these are deducto-de re confusions; the 

individua~ who presently has the property of being a child 

could exchange that property for the property of being an 

adult, whereas the individual who is married to Lot could not 

lose the property of being a human being and acquire the 

property of being a block of salt. Of course, the reason 

that a child can become an adult in the property-exchange 

sense without extinction of the individual is that childhood 

is not an essential property of any individual that is a 

child. So, also, is idiocy not an essential property of 

idiots or bachelorhood an essential property of bachelors. 
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Presumably, being a living organism, or a continuing system 

of some such sort is an essential property of the individuals 

that are children and idiots and bachelors. 

While it seems almost undeniable that there are some 

sorts of changes which could not befall continuing 

individuals of various kinds, the problem with this sort of 

essentialist account of becoming is in trying to establish 

what the identity conditions are for persons or individuals 

of other kinds. For example, it might be fairly clear that a 

person could not acquire the property of being a pillar of 

salt or of being a corpse or a box of ashes, but that does 

not tell us whether, for instance, a zygote is the same 

individual that later acquires person-properties. Moral 

personhood surely is not essential to persons, for if it were 

we would have come into existence gradually during the early 

years of our lives. One might suggest that having a brain 

that is equipped to be capable of person-activities is 

essential to persons. Then persons come into existence 

gradually in the womb. To accommodate my tentative 

assumption that infants have a right to become persons, it is 
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necessary to hold that infants, at least, are identical to 

the persons they become. To deny this would seem strange on 

independent grounds, too, of course. We can say, as most 

theorists do, that some sort of spatiotemporal continuity is 

necessary for identity. But it is certainly not also 
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sufficient. The ashes of a cremated body are in a sense 

continuous with the person from which they are derived, i.e., 

in the sense that they are a modified form of the substance 

that physically constituted the person, and this substance 

occurs without any spatial or temporal gaps between it and 

the person, and there is no other competitor as a continuant 

of the person. Clearly, though, it is not enough for there 

to be some minimal form of continuity. 

It seems that there may be no grounds for essentially 

identifying and individuating objects as members of 

conventional or artifact kinds. A hamburger, for example, 

may be identified as an individual gua hamburger, but if it 

is chopped into bits, and thus ceases to be ~ hamburger, it 

is still perfectly appropriate to say that the same thing 

still exists, but now has become a jumble of meat and bread 



and condiments. In this case 'is a hamburger' is most 

reasonably seen as a non-essentia~ _predicate of the stuff 

which at one time is, and later is not, a hamburger. One of 

the most crucial problems of the metaphysics of identity (and 

thus, I would argue, also of ethics) is that of determining 

what conditions of identity and individuation are essential 

and which are not for individuals or various kinds. 

Wiggins' theory, which is one of the most fully 

developed on the issue of becoming and identity conditions, 

attempts to reduce the search for impossibilities of becoming 

to the search for the boundaries of natural kinds. According 

to Wiggins, the individual that is Lot's wife cannot continue 

to exist while losing the properties of life, organic 

composition, etc., and taking on the property of being a lump 

of lifeless, inorganic material. The natural kind under 

which she is identified and individuated is such that members 

of that kind cannot also be members of any kind under which 

such things as pillars of salt are identified and 

individuated. Therefore, it anything which is presently a 

human being were to "become" a pillar of salt, this 
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"becoming" would have to be understood in the sense of 

extinction and replacement of spatiotemporally contiguous 

entities rather than in the sense of survival with exchange 

of properties. With no hope for any workable form of 

conventionalist theory of kind-conditions, he rests the 

theory of essentialist identity conditions on a Putnam-style 

account of natural kinds. To say that a tadpole becomes a 

frog (in the sense that the same individual changes some of 

its properties) is to assume (1) that there is a 

comprehensive scientific theory of natural kinds which 

determines them both to belong to a single natural kind, and 

(2) that the tadpole and the frog are spatiotemporally 

continuous with one another under that natural kind. 

On this account of becoming, it is a matter of the laws 

of nature that a human being cannot become a pillar of salt; 

the laws of natural kind boundaries are such as to rule out 

any such change. Thus, the logical impossibility of the 

identity, d~ re, of the two non-identical individuals which 

are contiguous within a spatiotemporal continuum is 

determined by the impossibility of individual continuity 
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across the boundaries of natural kinds. This is a nomic 

impossibility determined by the laws of natural-kind 

constitution. However, if there are such laws of nature, 

determining how the world is divided up into kinds, the 

impossibilities involved here are not of the merely-nomic 

variety, which in the previous chapter were distinguished 

from logical impossibilities. Identities are logically 

necessary, and if there are identity-determining kinds, their 

determination must be logically necessary as well. 

What complicates the matter is that it is obviously not 

enough to determine whether particular changes can pccur, 

considered purely as events in the world without 

characterizing them in terms of their identity implications. 

It is not actually impossible that a change between human 

being and ashes should occur. It is not either logically 

J 
impossible or absolutely nomically impossible for a frog 

to turn into a prince, or vice-versa, or for a woman to turn 

into salt. It is perfectly conceivable and consistent that 

3. As discussed in my Chapter III 



such transitions take place in some possible worlds in which 

either the laws of nature are different from ours or human 

technology is far more advanced than in the foreseeable 

future in our actual world. What is logically impossible is 

that such transitions should be cases of property exchange 

with survival, rather than cases of extinction and 

replacement. Likewise, with enough channelling of resources 

into the necessary research, we could no doubt soon develop 

means of genetically altering frog eggs so that they will 

develop into things like newts or jellyfish. While there is 

currently no prospect of developing genetic technology which 

would permit the reprogramming of tadpoles so that their 

development would change course and they would become 

something other than frogs, such whole-organism genetic 

changes are not absolutely nomically impossible, and we do 

not currently know whether or not they might one day become 

genuinely possible in our actual world. If the boundaries of 

natural kinds (and thereby the identity conditions of their 

members) were a matter of whether or not natural laws permit 

some sort of transformations between kinds, there might be 
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few if any natural kinds, for it may be true that with enough 

effort we could technologically cause transformations between 

what would appear, at least qualitatively, to be distinct 

natural kinds. So, again, what is at issue is the scheme of 

logical impossibilities of survival across kind boundaries. 

It seems fairly clear that some such theory as I have 

outlined here is necessary if we are to have a reasonable 

notion of distinct individuals across time at all. The 

attempt to base diachronic identity conditiollS on the limits 

of rtc.ttll]"'_~_l kinds suffers from the absence of any completely 

adequate account of which kinds of things are natural kinds 

in the required sense. No such adequate theory has so far 

appeared, and I have none to offer. However. this does not 

mean that there is no basis for denying that some kinds of 

things could become other kinds of things in the sense other 

than that of extinction and replacement. The lack of what I 

,judge to be an adequate theory leaves gaps without throwing 

doubt on the whole project of determining when individuals 

necessarily cease to exist. For the present application, 

what is of interest is the determination of what sorts of 
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things could never, even in principle, acquire the property 

of being a person, rather than turning into a person. To put 

it more formally, it is important to distinguish between the 

kinds of cases which would conform to each of the following 

two senses of "x becomes a person" (where a and b are any two 

individuals such that a is not a person and b is a person): 

( 1 ) at time t1 a is not a person, a becomes b, and at 

t2 b is a person. However, a is not equal to bj 

(2 ) at time t1 a is not a per.son. and at t2 a is a 
person. At t2 a is also referred to as b (i.e. , 
~::b) • 

WhiJe there will remain an unclear borderline between 

the clear-cut cases of type (1) and the clear-cut cases of 

type (2), I believe it is possible to establish at least some 

cases which are clearly determined. It would seem extremely 

reasonable to hold that no inanimate object such as a lump of 

coal or a pinecone or a persimmon could acquire the property 

of personhood (or any other morally-significant property) at 

even the most remote points in a process of development, for 



there is no such process that would not entail either the 

replacement of the original individual by an individual that 

~oulq acquire the property of personhood, or the 

incorporation of the original individual(s) into the mere 

co~~os~.tion of an eventual person. If this is correct, then 

it could never make sense to ascribe a right to become a 

person to inanimate objects, even in the most extreme 

potentiality-based theory. This is why, in Chapter III, I 

said that in a conditionless theory of moral-community 

membership, such membership, would still not be ascribed to 

inanimate objects; they could never, even in principle, come 

to have directly morally significant properties, and 

therefore there could be no point, either in practice or in 

principle, in including them in the system. 

Once we get past simple inanimate objects, though, the 

issue is not so easy. It is not completely clear, I think, 

but higilly reasonable, to hold that neither a sperm nor an 

egg nor the pair of them before fertilization is the same 

individual as the person that develops from them. If the 

zygote is identical to the person, then the change from 
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sperm/egg to zygote is what makes that potential "remote". 

Then the sperm and egg are replaced by a spatiotemporally 

contiguous distinct individual. The zygote, then, is never 

replaced by another individual in the person-contjnuum until 

the death of the person or perhaps the decomposition of the 

body, or at some time after death. It is not clear that we 

should hold that a zygote, or even a fetus before a certain 

degree of develop, really is identical to the later person, 

but it is at least a likely candidate, and Kould seem to be 

determined as the same individual under the natural kind to 

which He belong. 

Just what may be the identity conditions of those 

individuals that are, or can be, persons? If 'human being' 

provides the identity conditions for human persons, tllat does 

not mean that the identity conditions of persons, in general, 

are those of human beings, for personhood is a qualitative, 

rather than causal or specific, concept. In principle, it 

would seem that other things which were neurally equipped 

similarly to us could share the qualities of personhood. 

Perhaps life, perhaps having some type of nervous system, 
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might be essential to all those things that are (or could be) 

persons. 

In any case, 'person', as I have been using the term, 

clearly does not name a natural kind or any other category 

which could provide genuine identity conditions for persons. 

In fact, it is much more nearly what is often called an 

artifact kind than a natural kind. Persons are made and not 

born, in the important sense that they do not occur naturally 

as persons but become such through the work of persons. But 

they are born and not made, in the equally important sense 

that they exist (as the individuals who will be persons) 

before being made into persons. 

At this point it seems almost unavoidable to say a 

little bit about the implications of this analysis for the 

moral status of abortion. I have suggested that a human 

fetus, or even zygote, is identical to the human being who is 

later a person. If 'human' or 'living being' is our 

essential kind, then that conclusion would seem to follow. 

While I have not endorsed a potentiality thesis, I have 

argued that to do so would not entail any absurdities. Does 
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it follow then, that in accepting a potentiality theory, one 

would be committed to the thesis that a human fetus, even in 

its early development, has a right to become a person, and 

therefore ought not to be aborted? If there is a right to 

become a person, it is clearly a prima-facie right, subject 

to interaction with all of the other rights and duties of 

full-fledged persons. Therefore, even if a fetus has such a 

right, it seems improbable to think that it would not be 

overridden in some cases--perhaps in many cases--in the 

weighing and balancing of rights and needs and interests, as 

4 
suggested by Judith Jarvis Thomson and others. 

Furthermore, it is not entirely clear that either our 

humanity or our existence as living organisms is all that we 

should hold to be essential to human persons. If either a 

human or a dog were transformed into a mass of living flesh 

without brain or senses, we might well end up judging that 

the human being or the dog had ceased to exist, even though 

the resulting mass of living matter might retain the genetic 

4. Judi th Jarvis Thomson, itA Defense of Abortion," 
Philosophv and Public Affairs 1, pp. 47-66. 



characteristics of humanity of doghood. But the resulting 

entity would be no more dissimilar to the human or the dog 

than is an early embryo of either species. Again, if a 

prince were turned into a frog--a real frog rather than a 

frog ~ith a prince's soul--the prince would cease to exist. 

Here, there is a change of species which might be sufficient 

to entail a loss of identity, but it is not clear that 

anything which is a person could undergo such a drastic 

chan~e in neural organization (even without a change of 

species) while remaining genuinely the same individual. I 

raise these questions merely as problematic conjectures 

rather than a true challenges to a completely 

IlRtural-kind-based account of identity. 

In defense of the view that the whole of human 

development from conception preserves identity, it is 

sometimes argued that since the process is a gradual and 

continuous one there is no ending of one existence and 

beginning of another within that continuum. However, if I am 

the same being that existed at "my" conception, this is not 

merely because of either the gradualness or the continuity of 
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the process. The transformation of a living person into a 

mass of dirt is continuous, and also gradual, except for the 

rather abrupt transition at death, and even death can 

certainly be gradual, yet it would be ridiculous to say that 

the individual who was a person must still exist in the form 

of dirt many years later. If people turned into pillars of 

salt gradually over a period of months, they would still not 

continue to exist across the transformation. In principle, 

almost any replacement of individuals could be gradual. 

There are troublesome logical issues involved in gradual 

replacement of individuals, but the issues of temporal 

overlap and indeterminacy are parallel to their spatial 

counterparts (involving the boundaries of physical objects), 

and would have to be handled similarly. Again, I do not 

intend to argue that a zygote or fetus is clearl~· not 

identical to the person it becomes, but rather that, despite 

5 
the commonly argued view, there is room for doubt on this 

5. See e.g., W. R. Carter, "Do Zygotes Become People?" 
Hind 92, pp. 77-95. 



issue, pending a sufficiently complete and fine-grained 

theory of kinds and identity conditions. 

Again, it might be argued that even the sperm and egg 

cells retain their identity clear through to the stage of 

personhood, since between the reproductive cells and the 

person there is a degree of continuity within a natural kind. 

It is true that both the reproductive cells and the later 

person exist as components of a spatiotemporal continuum, and 

so it may be said that something, at least, remains in 

existence throughout the process of transformation. Ho~ever, 

the mere fact that there is some degree of continuity among 

stages is not enough to guarantee persistence of the 

first-stage individual. If it were, the existence of every 

individual could be traced back indefinitely through 

time, and the extent of every individual could be traced 

indefinitely through space, for if there is contiguity it is 

always possible, with a shift of conceptual schemes, to 

construe it as continuity, and vice versa. However, what is 

possible to believe by postulating a realignment of our 

conceptual schemes is not therefore correct, all things 
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considered. Nor does this minimal continuity within the 

species guarantee identity. There are certainly grounds for 

denying true continuity with persistence across the process 

of conception. For one thing, the sperm and egg are two 

spatially discontinuous and distinct competitors for identity 

with the later human being. For another thing, there are 

very radical qualitative changes involved in conception, 

which are sufficient to disrupt what might otherwise be true, 

significant continuity. 

It makes sense to say of a baby, or even a six-month 

fetus, that it will one day drive a car and have a college 

degree, but it would be simply ridiculous to say the same 

thing about a sperm which is about to fertilize an egg 

(except, perhaps, as a joke). I would argue that this is not 

just a matter or prejudice towards the being with the "more 

proximate" potentiality; rather it reflects the truth that 

sperm are so radically different from human beings as to be a 

genuinely different kind--that sperm and ova are forerunners 

and causal determinants of human beings, rather than human 

beings at an early stage of development. 
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Throughout the proceeding chapters, I have made much of 

the observation that personhood is a product of human 

intentional action rather than a naturally-occuring trait. Of 

course, it could be pointed out that conception is also a 

matter of human decision and effort, making the stages of 

. 
human existence prior to personhood also products of human 

intentional action. It might be suggested, then, that there 

could be no relevant ground for singling out the change from 

non-person to person as having special moral significance. 

So, to clarify the arguments and analyses in "hich this point 

has been raised, it will be worthwhile to respond to this 

objection. 

If personhood were an essential property of persons, it 

would be nonsense to ask. whether infants have a right to 

become persons, for persons would not even exist as infants. 

Of course I have assumed that personhood is not an essential 

property of persons, that they exist prior to acquiring that 

property. On the other hand, the act of procreation does not 

endow an already-existing individual with the property of 

being a human, or a living thing, or any other property; it 



is rather an act which causes an individual to come into 

existence. If our moral community membership is not to be 

determined through the mere choice of current members, we 

must include individuals that do not yet have full-fledged 

morally-relevant properties, but this does not give us reason 

to include merely-possible individuals. The choice of 

whether or not an individual shall exist at all is 

necessarily outside the concern of any principle regarding 

direct moral duties to actual individuals. There might still 

be moral reasons for bringing an individual into existence, 

for example, duties to those who are already in existence and 

who have an interest in the production of a future being. 

However, the eventual being that would result from our 

actions could have no role in the ethics of the decision to 

act. 

This is not to say that there can be no duties to future 

or merely-possible beings, or that such beings cannot have 

rights against our present harmful actions. It certainly 

makes sense to talk of the rights of future generations, but 

there are less generalized contexts in which it seems obvious 
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that future individuals can be wronged. Imagine, for 

example, that there is a bizarrely evil person who buys a 

bottle of the finest wine, suitable for long aging, and gives 

it as a present to a friend, with the following instructions: 

"I kno'" you I re thinking of having a ch ild some day. I want 

this to be a special present for his or her twenty-first 

birthday. It will be well aged by then, and it can be drunk 

at its prime, so set it aside until then." But before giving 

the wine to the friend she has dosed it liberally with 

poison, so when the wine is opened and drunk years later, the 

people who drink it are poisoned. Surely the future 

individual (or individuals) have been wronged. However, in 

these sorts of cases the rights of the possible individuals 

can best be seen as purely conditional, contingent on the 

individuals' actually existing at a later time, and this does 

not provide an~' grounds for a right to come into 

6 
existence. If there are, in fact, true identity conditions 

6. As argued by Joel Feinberg in "The Rights of Animals 
and Unborn Generations," in his Rights. Justice. and the 
Bounds of Liberty, pp. 178-182. 
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of something like the kind that I have been discussing ('~hich 

would rule out, e.g., the continuation of inanimate objects 

into states of personhood), then some sorts of potentiality 

principles in ethics would be saved from what at first glance 

appear to be absurd consequences. However, this account 

presupposes that metaphysics can contribute a firm and 

independent set of constraints on the implications of such 

theories. One would hope that the metaphysical truths of 

ontology are, as Wiggins, Kripke and Putnam, and others 

hold, ultimately independent of human convention. If they 

are, then since they are also not essentially ethical in 

nature, we could be sure that they are not ultimately 

dependent in any way on any of the ethical judgments which 

they may help to determine. The non-conventionalist and 

non-relativist view of ontology, while currently rather 

standard, is by no means universally accepted. 

Suppose that it turns out that identity and 

individuation are really entirely relative to our mutable and 

contingent conceptual schemes. Then it might be argued that 

the judgment, for example, that persons exist prior to 
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becoming persons reflects a conceptual scheme which we choose 

because it suits our ethical beliefs. We could have drawn 

the boundaries of kinds of individuals elsewhere, but to do 

so would not suit our purposes. This would not substantially 

affect my arguments. I am not offering a metaphysical 

sleight-of-hand to detract from an ethical problem. The 

point is that in order to make sense of our concepts of 

distinct and identical individuals we must acknowledge that 

there are some sorts of changes which entail loss of 

identity, and there are certain sorts of continuity which 

entail identity of an individual across time or space. While 

there is a significant area of doubt or perhaps even 

indeterminacy, there are also clear-cut extremes in which 

disagreement about identity or difference can be lost only at 

a price to our overall understanding of reality. Whether 

some of this ultimately depends on our system of ethical 

judgments or vice versa is large irrelevant. 

4. Conclusion 
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In view of the sort of identity constraints which I have 

been discussing, it is now possible to reformulate the 

potentiality theses which were analyzed in Chapter III. If 

rights of becoming presuppose the persistence of individuals 

which have such rights, a potentiality-based right to become 

a person would be more precisely represented as follow; 

If an individual is such that it is nomically possible 
that ~hat individual acguire the property of being a 
person (while, of course, remaining in existence), then 
that individual ought to be permitted or caused to 
become a pp.rson. 

Thus, the appeal to the possibility of becoming, in the 

ordinary-language sense, is inadequate, at best, since it is 

ambiguous between the following two senses of 'x becomes f'; 

(1) x at time t does not have f, and at a later time t , x 
2 

still exists and has acquired f; and (2) at t x does not 

have f, and at t x has been superceded by another, 
2 

causally-related, individual within a spatiotemporal 
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continuum of which x is one stage, and y has f. In the 

former type of case, it could at least make sense to 

postulate a right to acquire f. In the latter, it could not. 

I have argued that the conditionless-moral-community 

view discussed in Chapter II amounts to a type of 

potentiality theory. Thus, these same identify constraints 

would apply to that type of view. If any right could not 

become exercisable by (or otherwise applicable to) an 

individual, x, without x's turning into a subsequent y to 

which the right is applicable, it is nonsense to ascribe that 

rigllt to x. Again, this is why it could never make sense to 

ascribe to sticks and stones even the most remote rights of 

development. 

Now it is possible to return to the issue of remoteness 

discussed in Chapter III. IN that chapter I have argued for 

the following theses: (1) Intransitivity across subjunctive 

conditionals may entail what can reasonably be called 

"remoteness of an initial stage relative to an end stage, 

making one stage inaccessible, in a sense, from the other; 

and (2) The mere fact that one possible stage of becoming is 
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accessible from another only through other intermediate 

stages does not necessarily entail remoteness in the above 

sense. In fact, where the changes from stage to stage are 

under our control, they cannot be simply thought of as blocks 

to direct, accessible becoming. 

Let us assume that all potential persons ought to be 

allowed (or caused) to become persons, i.e., that if it is in 

our power to cause or permit something to become a person, 

then we have a grim a Jacie obligation to do so. Then if my 

Chapter'III analysis of.possible becoming is correct, we 

would have prima facie obligation to cause or permit 

(Kherever possible) any chain of becoming which leads to the 

property of personhood except where such a chain involves the 

replacement of the initial individual by a subsequent 

distinct individual. That is, where it is possible for us to 

cause or permit a chain of becoming leading to personhood, 

the potential personhood is genuinely remote or inaccessible 

only where the initial individual could never acg~ire the 

property of personhood, as opposed to turning into an 

individual that is a person. 
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This, again, does not by any means imply that a 

potentiality theory would have to hold that on balance even 

every individual that could acquire the property of 

personhood would have a right to do so. That would depend on 

the whole complex of interrelated rights, obligations, needs, 

and interests of actual persons and other potential persons. 

Such a theory would need to hold, though, that every 

individual that could acquire personhood is to be taken into 

account as having direct moral status, as being at least 

minimally morally considerable for its .. o"n-pake in relation 

to its possible development. Again, those things that could 

not, themselves, gain morally significant properties would 

necessarily be outside the realm of even a peripheral moral 

community. 
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CHAPTER V 

KINDS AND ETHICS 

1. The Role of Kinds in the Ethics of Development 

If there are usable ethical princi~les, they obviously 

have to be principles which tell us which kinds of things 

should be treated in certain ways. A principle which says 

"don't inflict unnecessary pain" identifies possible 

pain-sufferers as a morally-relevant kind. Human-rights 

theories identify persons, or human beings, as a 

morally-relevant kind. For the purpose of this investigation 

it is important to try to determine whether membership in a 

particular kind is either a sufficient or necessary condition 

for something's having a right to become a person, or to 

develop in other morally significant ways. 
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As for the rights of infants, one of the most popular 

suggestions as to why we must let them become persons is that 

their membership in our species has a special moral 

significance. We certain attribute direct moral status to 

humans regardless of their current capacity for full moral 

participation (as in the case of people in comas and those 

with other impairments). No one disputes, either, that 

humans are the only beings in our world which have the 

highest moral slatus--\ ... hich are completely full-fledged 

members of our morn] system. 

Recentl~' there hus been a lot of literature calling for 

parity between our judgments regarding human and non-human 

cases. All reasonable theories do acknowledge in one way or 

another that not all of the special moral consideration that 

is due to humans is also due to other sorts of things. Even 

theories which ascribe rights or other direct moral status to 

other animals admit that members of no other species have the 

full range of rights which we humans have. According to many 

such theories, the discrepancy is merely contingent; there 

are relevant grounds for the uniquely human rights, and these 
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grounds simply happen not to be met in other kinds of 

creatures. Implicit in many such theories, and explicit in 

some, is the thesis that in all of our moral reasoning we 

should base preferences only on relevant differences between 

the kinds of cases, and that simple membership in a species 

(or similar natural kind) could not have any reasonable claim 

to moral relevance. This thesis certainly should be expected 

as a corollary to the specification of grollnds for moral 

duties as given in most of the basic moral theories. Such 

grounds are, after all, normally stated as descriptive 

qualitative conditions rather than causal or genetic 

conditions. By this I mean that for example Kant, in basing 

moral duty on rationality, restricts the purported class of 

direct moral beings to those who are rational, but also 

extends it, in principle, to all who are rational, even if it 

were to turn out that some of these are not human. 

Since rationality, as construed in Kant's theory, and 

similarly in such theories as Gauthier's and others involving 

reciprocal principles, have so far been found only in humans, 

there has been no reason for such theorists to raise a cry of 
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groundless discrimination when moral decisions regard only 

humans. Of course, consequentialist theories are another 

matter. Since many of the proposed standards of benefit and 

hurt or harm apply to non-humans as well as to humans, they 

should require a parallel consideration for members of other 

species, even in the world as it exists today. In fact, much 

of the pressure for equal consideration of animals has come 

1 
from the utilitarians, beginning I~ith Bentham, and 

represented today, perhaps most notably in this regard, by 

Peter Singer. Singer likens speciesism to racism, noting 

that some of the elements of utility, e.g., enjoyment and 

suffering, can be assessed in animals precisely as in humans, 

~nd that in respect to these there are no grounds for 

counting an equal measure of our utility for more than 

theirs. He then must explain our own special moral status in 

terms of our greater range and intensity of capacities to 

1. Jeremy Bentham, An Introduction to the Principles of 
Morals and Legislation, New York, 1948. 
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2 
benefit and suffer. 

Additional pressure towards moral consideration for 

animals has come from philosophers who defend what may 

legitimately be called theories of animal rights (as compared 

with strictly utilitarian theories). Much of the recent 

flood of articles on varying aspects of "what kinds of beings 

can have rights" takes a stand against arbitrary species 

discrimination. Much of this, in turn, derives in one way or 

another from reactions to the account of rights proposed by 

3 
Joel Feinberg in a number of well-known articles. 

Professor Feinberg and many, subsequently, who follow this 

line of reasoning analyze rights in terms of claims, and 

argue against the requirement, accepted by some other claim 

2. Peter Singer, Animal Liberation, New York, 19i5. 

3. "Duties, Rights, and Claims," "The Nature and Value of 
Rights," "The Rights of Animals and Unborn Generations," 
"Human Duties and Animal Rights," all reprinted in his 
Rights, Justice. and the Bounds of Libertv, Princeton, 1980. 
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theorists, that rights-holders should be actually able to 

make the relevant claims. Again, it is implicit, and 

sometimes explicit, in theories of this type, that the 

uniquely human rights belong to us in virtue of other, 

relevant, differences between ourselves and other species, 

rather than on the fact of species membership per se. 

The opposition to this general line of anti-speciesist 

reasoning can be found in the clearly popular, but rarely 

defended, view that our humanity is itself an ultimate ground 

of first-class moral status. This thesis is traditionally 

associated with some religious viewpoints, and is no doubt 

lurking in the background of some theories that give lip 

service to principles of interspecific equality. In response 

to recent theoretical pressures in discussions of animal and 

human rights, a few philosophers have argued that we must, 

indeed, take the fact of species membership as morall~' basic 

4. E.g., H.L.A. Hart in "Are There Any Natural Rights?" 
The Philosophical Review 64, pp. 175-191. 



5 
in some contexts. 

What makes these matters important for my present 

concern is that questions of development are crucial for 

them, and vice versa. As I have noted, human beings are not 

born with the characteristics which various anti-speciesist 

theories suppose to underlie our special moral statu~, yet we 

seem to think that even newborn humans have a right to 

develop in certain ways, including, of course, the right to 

develop the special, morally relevant characteristics. If 

this is true, then it entails either (1) assuming moral 

parity between humans and other beings, and beings with 

similar rights of development (provided, of course, that they 

can a:~ so develop in the required ways, since obviously the 

~21EY~nt potential is a necessary condition for a non-empty 

right of this sort, even if not a sufficient one); (2) that 

potential personhood or some configuration of merely 

potential properties determines the relevant moral kind, 

5. See, for example, Alan F. Holland, ~On Behalf of 
Moderate Speciesism," Journal of Applied Philosophy 1, pp. 
281-292. 
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i.e., that potentiality is sufficient for a right to develop 

in human cases and also in non-human cases; or (3) that some 

"arbitrary" factor, such as species membership, genetic 

relationship to us, acceptance or mere presence in a group of 

people, or some similar factor is a necessary and/or 

sufficient condition for the right to develop. 

In the preceding chapters I have already discussed one 

kind which might be thought to constitute a morally 

significant category, i.e., potential persons. Again, every 

specification of grounds for moral significance, or even of 

moral principles in general, identifies a morally relevant 

kind. The suggestion that species membership can be a ground 

for direct moral status is of a special type; it claims moral 

relevance for a kind which is constituted non-morally, in the 

sense that the existence of that kind is not constituted by 

or derived from moral relations. The concern of this chapter 

will be primarily to investigate whether or not there are 

such non-moral kinds which provide grounds for moral status. 

First, it will be useful to clarify what I intend by the 

notion of non-moral kinds such as species. 
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2. Natural and Other Kinds 

For every property there is a kind such that everything 

having that property is a member of that kind. Most kinds 

obviously are not "natural" or otherwise metaphysically or 

physically significant. Many kinds are constituted purely 

through the conventions of linguistic convenience. Others, 

presumably, correspond to independently real divisions among 

components of the world. If we ask, "Are there certain kinds 

of things that require special moral consideration?" one 

trivial answer would be that there are of course; for 

example, those to whom we have duties constitute such a kind. 

This is obviously not what is meant by the question about 

kinds in ethics. These are kinds that are constituted by 

what I shall call moral properties. 

Moral properties are those properties which are 

constituted by moral duties and rights relations. For 

example, Ben's having a duty not to kill Jerry is a moral 
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property of Ben, and Jerry's having a right not to be killed 

is a moral property of Jerry. We can speak of moral 

properties (and thus moral kinds) in this sense without 

presupposing that they are either naturally or conventually 

occurring, or that our apprehension of them is either 

cognitive or non-cognitive. The point is that these 

properties can be reduced to, or at least explicated in terms 

of 'ought' and 'has a right to ..• ' statements (and similar 

sorts of statementsl. 

Kon-moral properties of any x, then, are those 

properties whose possession by x does not reduce to, or 

essentially depend on, Hhether or not x ought to do something 

or whether or not x has a right to something. For example, 

Jerry's being alive is a non-moral property of Jerry 

(although not a morally irrelevant property). Jerry's being 

alive does not consist in his having a right to be alive, or 

in any other right or duty of Jerry or anyone else. I am 

specifically concerned here with what I am calling non-moral 

kinds, that is, kinds whose essential membership conditions 

are the possession of non-moral properties. 
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Species are generally thought to be paradigm examples of 

what are called natural kinds. A natural kind, in the 

metaphysicians' sense, is not only a kind whose members occur 

naturally, but also one whose boundaries and membership 

conditions are determined by nature independently of human 

conceptual conventions. 'Potential persons' names a kind 

which could be loosely called "natural" in another sense, but 

only in that potential personhood is a descriptive, 

non-moral, non-normative property which is not ultimately 

brought into existence by human conceptual conventions or 

human prescriptions. It is not a naturally-constituted kind, 

though, in that its members belong to it only in virtue of 

their contingently having the property which defines that 

kind. The members of that kind do not belong together in 

virtue of any non-conventional nomic properties which they 

might have. 

Some philosophers contrast natural kinds with 

"conventional kinds" and "artifact kinds". The former, as 

for example, the kind "potential persons", may have naturally 

occurring members, but do not naturally exist as kinds. 
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There members are classified together because of our purposes 

for considering them together, even if the properties by 

which we classify them exist independently of our efforts and 

beliefs. Artifact kinds are those whose membership 

conditions are determined by properties which the members 

would not even have except as a result of human actions. 

'Hamburger', 'houses', and 'wedding rings' name artifact 

kinds. 

3. Kinds and Extension of Moral Reasons 

The crucial question here, as I have said, is when, if 

at all, non-moral kind membership provides grounds for direct 

moral relationships. It is conceivable thGit mcmbcr~hip in a 

non-moral kind (e.g., the human species) might count as an 

ultimate ground for moral preference. Such a ground might be 

ultimate in the sense that it neither has nor requires any 

justification. It is true that only humans have the fullest 

moral status in our system, and that only humans actually 
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have a right (at least an applicable right) to attain full 

moral status. It would be quite a bit too hasty, though, to 

conclude from this observation that our humanity stands as a 

primitive, ultimate ground for our special position in the 

moral system. After all, we also belong to many, many other 

overlapping kinds which could equally well be claimed to be 

grounds for moral status. We have so far never found 

anything but humans which can be shown to be either persons 

(descriptively speaking) or even potential persons given our 

actual abilities to cause development. Therefore, there has 

so far never been any way in practice to judge whether our 

system would extend, in principle, to other species. As long 

as humans are the only things with the practical potential 

for full personhood, judgments of the following two sorts 

coincide and mask the nature of our more general principles: 

(1) only humans have a right to become full-fledged persons 

since even in principle nothing else has such a right; (2) 

only humans have a right to become full-fledged persons 

because only humans can actually become persons at this time, 

even though many other kinds of things in principle {or 
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conditionally) have the right to develop in the same way. So 

the issue is not decided by determining whether or not we 

currently have the same obligations to other kinds of beings. 

This is an essential part of the basis for the 

now-common charge that species boundaries are just as 

arbitrary as the boundaries of race or tribe or hair color. 

It does seem strange to suppose that membership in any such 

kind could be genuinely commensurate with the moral rights of 

personhood and thus that it could be either a necessary or a 

sufficient condition, in principle, for special moral 

consideration. This is not to say that species or other 

natural (or other) kinds are not grounds for moral 

consideration. It would still be possible that the 

boundaries of a kind to which we belong might be related to 

the true, central grounds for direct moral status in such a 

way that we must extend our moral judgments to members of 

that kind in general. 

Discussions of kind-based extensions are rare in the 

philosophical literature. One interesting attempt to defend 

what could be called a principle of kind relevance in ethics 
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6 
is found in Peter French's "Kinds and Persons". French 

argues that the moral respect due to paradigm human persons 

must be extended to all members of the "probablistic kind" 

'person', even though in many cases specific individuals are 

included that do not have the descriptive qualities by which 

personhood is defined. Thus, infants, idiots, and 

incompetents are "persons" in an important moral sense even 

though they lack some of the defining qualities of true 

personhood. They are to be classed as persons, he says, 

because 'person', in this sense, names not just the central 

paradigm cases of personhood, but rather all members of any 

natural or artifact kind whose members probably have the 

7 
paradigm qualities of personhood. 

French's position is subject to the same objections as 

all possible theories of this type. The essential problem is 

that he gives no ground for the extension of moral status 

6. Peter A. French, "Kinds and Persons," Philosophv and 
Phenomenological Research 44, pp. 241-254. 

7. Peter A. French, "kinds and Persons," Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research 44, pp.241-254. 
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from the directly relevant central properties of personhood 

to the cases in which those properties are absent. Mere 

probability across membership of the human species is not 

even plausible as such a ground unless that probability can 

be shown to be simply random across sub-categories of the 

species or unless there is some additional ground for such an 

extension. Even though it is true that human beings selected 

at random are likely to have the qualities of personhood, the 

most problematic cases which lack those qualities are 

generally distinguishable as belonging to easily identifiable 

sub-classes of humanity; for example, infants are not likely 

to be mistaken for adults, and patients in coma~ are not 

likely to be mistaken for paradigm conscious agents. 

Therefore, it is not true of ~ny particular infant or 

incompetent that that individual actually has the true 

qualitie~ of personhood. Thus, there would seem to be no 

probab11istic grounds for extending the moral concept of 

personhood to such easily-distinguished kinds of humans. 

This sort of extension would be necessary, though, if 

there were certain practical reasons for it which seem not to 
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be present in the probabilistic context above. It is easy to 

see how practical constraints might require the extension of 

moral consideration to the whole of a natural (or other) 

kind. Let us suppose that the possession of some property, 

f, (e.g., personhood) is a ground for full moral community 

membership. Then for any non-moral kind k, members of k will 

also have to be considered members of the community if any of 

the following conditions hold. 

1. A significant proportion of the members of k, 

selected at random, are indistinguishable in practice from 

true possessors of f even in cases where f is absent. For 

example, if personhood were a ground for membership in the 

moral community and to a significant extent non-person humans 

could not be distinguished from persons (for practical 

purposes) then in order to safeguard the rights of true 

persons, we would have to treat all humans as persons. As I 

have noted above, this certainly does not seem to be true of 

our species as it currently exists in the actual world, for 

we clearly can distinguish kinds of humans that are not 
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8 
persons. Infants, for example, are one such kind. 

2. Even though it is possible, or even practicable, to 

distinguish non-F members of k from members which have f, it 

is too cumbersome, expensive, time-consuming, or otherwise 

inconvenient to single out the truly morally relevant 

subclass of k. In legal contexts, similar considerations 

provide very common reasons for setting the boundaries of 

legally significant classes of persons or acts or objects. 

For example, the officially defined categories of 

underprivileged Americans that are singled out for 

preferential treatment obviously do not include just those 

people who need or directly deserve such treatment. It might 

be possible in principle to identify just those cases that 

have an unfair competitive position in society regardless of 

whether they happen to be blacks or women or poor white 

males. However, it could be argued, this would be 

administratively unrealistic, so we must establish 

8. Here of course, I am using the term in the descriptive 
morally-relevant sense, as in earlier chapters of this work, 
and not in any essentially normative sense or in French's 
probabilistic sense. 
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effectively identifiable categories which only approximate 

the ideal. 

This sort of reasoning might need to be applied if we 

were considering whether or not a class of non-persons should 

be extended the same right to develop as other non-persons on 

the basis of some trait of one of these classes of 

non-persons. That, however, is not the essential problem in 

judging whether non-persons have a right to become persons. 

In asking whether we ought to purposefully bring about the 

development of non-persons into persons, we presuppose that 

the non-persons in question are effectively able to be 

singled out for special treatment as compared with persons. 

If it were in some way too cumbersome to distinguish between 

actual and potential persons relative to the issue of 

P~S::~lRj..ng., then ,,,e would have to extend our treatment of 

actual persons by making the parallel judgment that humans 

who are merely potential persons need no special efforts to 

bring them to personhood. 

3. Moral agents happen to be disposed in such a way as 

to treat members of k similarly. That is, if prescriptions 
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apply to any significant portion of the membership of k, then 

we strongly tend to treat members of k, in general, in that 

prescribed way. Therefore, to safeguard the rights of the 

true direct moral community members of k, we would have to 

extend their moral status to the rest of k. For example, if 

actual persons have a right to be persons, if a significant 

segment of the human population are actual persons, and if we 

tend to consider humans in general to be morally parallel, 

then we might have to extend the same judgment to the rest of 

the human population. The alternative would be to judge that 

since non-person humans have no right to be persons than 

neither do those humans who are actually persons. 

This is essentially the Kantian slippery-slope reasoning 

which would be supposed to explain our indirect duties 

regarding infants, animals, and other non-persons. Some of 

our moral judgments about non-persons might, in fact, express 

this human psychological trait. It seems a little strange, 

however, to suppose that for reflective people this would be 

sufficient to provide a motivation for the judgment that 

humans (or other kinds) have a right to become persons rather 
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than merely a right to be treated as persons to the extent 

that they are currently similar to real persons. 

As far as I can determine, the only remaining plausible 

ground for kind-based moral extensions would be found in some 

sort of kind-centrism. It might be argued that our moral 

system includes the presumption that we should ascribe the 

highest moral status to those that are most similar to us or 

most closely related to us. As a ground for ascrihing rights 

of becoming, or other direct moral status, though, this type 

of account seems to fall short on at least the following 

counts: (ll it would, at best, provide a necessary, but not 

sufficient, condition for the moral status, therefore 

producing an extension from the central cases only on the 

assumption that there is some further condition that would be 

sufficient; (2) it begs the question as long as it sets 

limits on what should count as relevantly similar to us, or 

even what would count as us. At issue, of course, is "'hat 

kinds of things are such that we should consider them 

relevantly similar to us for moral purposes. 
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Thus, essentially centristic reasoning, per se, would 

seem to be irrelevant to the determination of what kinds of 

things have at least a minim prima facie right to develop. 

However, this does not mean that it has no part in 

determining what kinds of things with such a right should be 

preferred in the calculation of what we should do, all things 

considered. In anything approaching a complete treatment of 

the topic of kind-based moral reasoning I would include a 

lengthy discussion of the role of kinds in moral 

preference-ordering. In determining the rights and duties, 

on balance, resulting from resolution of prima facie 

conflicts, there is reason to suppose that some types of 

centristic "us-and-them" reasoning must come into play. The 

moral basis for. and limits of. any such reasoning have been 

very inadequately discussed in the philosophical literature, 

and there is obviously much work to be done in this area. 

Some reasonable account of moral kind preference is essential 

for the completion of any theory invclving moral community 

membership conditions. However, it is not necessary for this 

present phase of the theoretical investigation, and I can 
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outline some modest conclusions without launching this 

further discussion which would perhaps double the length of 

this work. 

4. Kinds, Potentiality, and the Conditionless Moral 

Community 

In general, the ascription of moral significance to 

non-moral kinds, qua kinds, seems to violate the presumption 

of relevance or commensurability of grounds with moral 

judgments. I have not ruled out the possibility that there 

are some administrative or cautionary grounds for non-moral 

kind relevance in the context of legal rights or resolution 

of moral-preference conflicts. However, this would not give 

any grounds for ascribing basic, prima facie rights of 

development on the basis of humanity or other similar 

non-moral kind. Does this mean, than, that the non-moral 
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kind 'potential person' would be just as indefensible as a 

limit on minimal moral community membership as any other such 

kind? Surely not. 

It is true, of course, the 'potential persons' 

identifies a non-moral kind, but it also identifies the 

absolute limit of applicability of any possible right to 

become persons. Thus, if there were no other limits on the 

class of things which have a right to develop toward 

full-fledged moral status, potentiality would always stand as 

a trivially necessary boundary. In Chapter II, I have 

discussed a view which would hold that there are essentiall~r 

no conditions on the class of things to which we have some 

sort of direct duties to allow development. Suppose that 

this essentially conditionless view of the moral community is 

correct. Then, on that view the reason that 'potential 

persons' would name a morally relevant non-moral kind is not 

that membership in that kind would directly provide a 

sufficient consideration for this sort of moral 

consideration; rather it would be because no other condition 

is necessary, while the possibility of the development in 
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question is (trivially) necessary. According to that view, 

if it were not for the necessary constraint of potentiality, 

every kind would provide sufficient grounds for some direct 

moral status, and thus a morally relevant potentiality would 

be both necessary and sufficient for that status. 

Even so, of course, the denial of essentially kind-based 

moral extensions or restrictions does not automatically 

entail any sort of potentiality thesis. It could be, in 

principle, that only full-fledged members of the moral 

community have any rights (or direct moral status). It could 

be that the extension of moral status to some non-persons is 

purely arbitrary and should be abandoned by enlightened moral 

agents. What would lead to the acceptance of a potentiality 

thesis would be the denial of kind-based ethics along with 

the arguments for the rights of non-persons to develop toward 

personhood. 

It must be noted that there is yet another possible 

account that might be suggested. That is the view that some 

otherwise morally significant factor which seem~ irrelevant 

to the issue of development really is sufficient for the 
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right to develop. Such a factor might be the utilitarian 

property of being capable of suffering or enjoying. Even if 

this were the case, potentiality would obviously stand as a 

necessary condition for anything's having a right to develop, 

and of course the potentiality in question here liould be 

construed in the sense of possibility of acquiring properties 

(as discussed in Chapter IV). Only those sentient beings 

that could, themselves, acquire the morally relevant 

properties in question e.g., personhood would be able to have 

a right to develop in that way. Therefore, a theory which 

cited some non-person moral property as sufficient for a 

right of development would be logically constrained by 

potentiality, so that the only remaining role for the 

non-person moral quality in question would be as an 

additional necessary condition for the right to develop. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

This work amounts to a tentative defense of the general 

form of principles of potentiality in ethics. Minimally, a 

principle of this sort would say that the potential to be a 

person (or some other potential) at least in some cases 

entails a right to become a person (or to develop in some 

other wa~'). In the long run, the sort of principle which I 

have investigated is a more radical one, which would 

prescribe that potential personhood is always sufficient for 

the right (minimally construed) to become a person. 

To uphold the intuitions with which I began this 

inquiry, one might propose a principle directly involving the 

form: every individual has a right (in the minimal sense 

outlined in Chapter I) to attain the highest possible moral 

status. Such a principle would seem to be required by any 
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kind of utilitarian theory which acknowledges as basic every 

individual's good regardless of the individual's current 

recognition of the good. It would also be an expression of 

the view outlined in Chapter II, which would construe all 

basic moral rights as essentially belonging to all 

individuals, while construing defects, such as lower 

cognitive capacities, as contingently disabling conditions, 

rather than as conditions for actual exclusion from such 

rights. 

In Chapter II, I have argued that the very concept of a 

moral community of persons (full-fledged members) seems to 

presuppose that the descriptive conditions for moral 

person-status should not be bestowed or withheld at the 

pleasure of current persons. This seems to entail an 

extension of rights to become persons beyond the boundaries 

of the current community of persons. 

In this connection, I have suggested that the right to 

be a person may be just one of a wide range of rights which 

not only we have, but which are had by us and non-persons, 

the conditions of possible exercise of such rights being 
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built into a conditional form of their content. It seems 

reasonable to think that in fact many of our rights-judgments 

do have this form. 

This difference in formulation is one which really does 

make a difference, at least where rights of becoming are 

concerned. To say that something simplY ha§ no ri~. to a 

certain form of treatment is to say that it is simply morally 

indifferent whether or not we withhold that treatment, even 

where doing so is absolutely not in conflict with our own 

rights or interests. The alternative formulation of the 

denial that something has the right in question would be to 

say that it does, in a sense, have the right, but that the 

conditions incorporated in the content of the right happen to 

be currently unfulfilled. Those conditions would generally 

involve the p'ossibilitv of providing the good in question. 

By construing the denial of the right in this way, we are 

saying that overriding reasons are still required to withhold 

the treatment in question--that there are at least some 

possible circumstances in which the net result of assessing 

the circumstances and conflicting interests would be that for 
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the sake of the thing in question we ought not to withhold 

that treatment. In cases of possible becoming, this can make 

a crucial difference. 

Having argued that we must ascribe rights of becoming 

outside the boundaries of any sort of person-based moral 

community, I have then investigated whether there are further 

grounds for such extensions of moral considerations and 

whether there are grounds for defending this sort of theory 

against some of the objections which can 0bviously be raised 

against it. It is fairly clear that none of the candidates 

for moral extension reasoning investigated here 

(potentiality, continuing identity, or membership in a 

natural or other kind) gives any basis in itself for moral 

judgments such as the judgment that there is a right to 

become a person. On the other hand, I have argued (1) that a 

general ethical potentiality principle essentially coincides 

with the reasoning outlined in Chapter II, and (2) that 

potentiality-based moral reasoning does not lead to the 

absurdities with which it is often charged. This is because 

such charges do not take into account the metaphysical 
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constraints of identity principles or the allowance of 

self-preference in resolving conflicts of rights and duties. 

The basic argument against the absurd implications of 

potentiality reasoning makes use of the notion of 

accessibility between states of individuals. An individual 

could not have a right to any property or state which, though 

possible, is not genuinely accessible for that individual. 

Changes of identify, even within a continuum, obviously block 

the accessibility to one individual of a temporal successor's 

states. The reason that this is often overlooked is that the 

concept of becoming in ordinary language is ambiguous between 

a property-acquisition sense and a sense involving the 

transformation of one individual into another. On the other 

hand, I conclude, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, that where 

an individual's acquisition of a property depends on 

unfulfilled intermediate conditions, such unfulfilled 

conditions do not block accessibility if they could be 

brought about by any actions of the moral agent or agents in 

question. 
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I have also argued that within the community of beings 

to ,~hich we have direct duties, regardless of how that 

community is constituted, many of the prima facie duties will 

turn out to be overridden in practice in particular 

situations through interaction with other duties and rights. 

Of course this is a familiar notion; most ethical theorists 

acknowledge it. Its significance for the present inquiry 

comes partly from the fact that it seems necessary to hold 

that some sort of self-preference, or generally "centristic" 

resolution guidelines must determine some of our ordering of 

preferences among prima facie rights and duties. If this is 

so, it may account for the intuition that in such 

hypothetical cases as those involving non-human or even 

inorganic potential persons we might not have an actual duty 

(all things considered! to bring them to personhood. 

I have largely left both the foundations and limits of 

this sort of reasoning unexplored, but it is possible, I 

believe, to make the following observations. Both the 

justifications for centristic preference orderings and their 

conditions of applicability seem to fall under two 
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overlapping principles. The first is closely akin to the 

principle of self-defense. Where resources and/or possible 

human efforts would not be sufficient to equally fulfill all 

of the prima facie rights and duties involving all kinds of 

individuals, we are at least sometimes thoroughly justified 

in providing the good in question to ourselves, our group, or 

members of our own kind, even at the expense of others that 

could have had the good instead. (It is worth noting again 

that it is by no means clear what the correct principles may 

be for delineating the classes which will be counted as "us~ 

in such reasoning.) 

The second is closely allied to this principle of 

"self-defense", and is perhaps best characterized as 

essentially a principle of fairness. Where a set of prima 

facie prescribed outcomes is jointly impossible, there may 

sometimes be no overriding reason for preferring to bring 

about some, as opposed to others, except that some directly 

concern us. In such cases there would be no real 

justification for choosing to provide the prescribed outcome 

for some individuals while withholding it from others, thus 
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leaving the choice to be made according to some further 

principle of self-preference. 

Surely these sorts of preference presumptions in turn 

relate to more general moral principles, and at least in 

their general form would seem to be justifiable not only on 

moral rights grounds but also on utilitarian considerations. 

Surely, also, it is in everyone's interest that we have 

certain presumptions involved in carrying out the prima facie 

prescriptions of morality, and that these presumptions allow 

for some self-benefit and apportion the burdens of carrying 

out prescriptions partly on the basis of special 

relationships. Even if everyone has a right not to be 

allowed to starve to death when the world can produce enough 

food, we presume that it is more especially up to those more 

closely connected with a potential victim to prevent her 

starving. All things considered, residents of Calcutta have 

a less immediate duty to prevent starvation in New York City 

than in their own city, and vice versa. Our actual systems 

of priorities, including our presumptions about special-duty 

relationships, are clearly not perfect, but it also seems 
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clear that there should be some such systems. It might well 

turn out to be, then, that, all things considered, if kittens 

could become persons, we would still not need to feel unduly 

guilty if we did not raise them as we do our own children. 

In Chapter III, I promised to return to the question of 

why potential personhood, in particular, should be thought by 

potentiality theorists to be a ground for rights of 

development. If it is such a ground, there are two possible 

accounts of its special status relative to other sorts of 

potential. It might be argued that: (1) personhood is 

simply the highest of a number of morally relevant 

descriptive states, all of which equally entail the right of 

potential possessors to acquire them, and (2) personhood, as 

the condition of absolute full moral status, entails rights 

of becoming, while other sorts of potential do not; i.e., 

there is no general right to acquire morally significant 

properties. 

In practice, it would make little difference for the 

issues of potential personhood whether or not there are other 

moral categories which also provide grounds for rights of 
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becoming. Both views would equally acknowledge the moral 

significance of this sort of potential. The issue, then, is 

of course what implications potentiality reasoning may have 

for other kinds of potential development. 

The answer depends in part on the nature of the basic 

theory of ethics, and, again, while I would certainly argue 

that certain theories are right and others wrong, I do not 

want to defend any particular basic theory here. If the 

inclusion of non-persons in our moral scheme is a merely 

formal extension from an entirely person-based system, then 

it would extend rights of development entirely on the basis 

of potential ~rsonhood, but including even the genuine 

potential to become a potential person (where 'become' is 

properly understood). In that case, obviously the potential 

doghood of a puppy would not constitute a ground for any 

right of the puppy to become a dog. In fact, the latter 

would be ruled out on other grounds as well; in a theory of 

this type, the formal extension would be based entirely on 

the ultimate moral status of full-fledged community 

membership. Even if it had the more general form of 
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acknowledging a right to reach one's highest potential moral 

status, this would not imply that puppies have a right to 

become dogs, unless that were a necessary step on the way to 

personhood, since dogs are presumably not in any sense in a 

higher moral category than puppies. 

On the other hand, if the potential-person thesis is 

also an expression of some type of more general utilitarian 

principle, it might stand alongside a number of other 

principles prescribing that we allow things to develop in 

other ways. For example, if the individual which is now a 

puppy would be benefited overall by being allowed to become a 

dog, then we might also have a prima facie duty to the puppy 

to let it turn into a dog, and likewise for many, many other 

types of development which would involve a benefit to the 

individuals undergoing the development. 

Finally, I would like to conclude this somewhat 

open-ended inquiry with a few comments relating to some of 

the additional issues referred to in Chapter I. ~hile the 

central concern of this work has been the right of potential 

persons to develop into persons, this narrowed perspective 
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cannot be divorced from the complex of interrelated issues 

concerning animal rights, the moral status of artificial 

intelligences, and other related topics. The arguments I 

have developed here tend to uphold the widest possible view 

of our moral community, and thus are in keeping with many 

current theories of the moral status of non-humans and 

non-persons. Conversely, these other theories tend to make 

the tentative acceptance of ethical potentiality principles 

more plausible, at least in the context of some of the 

considerations which I have outlined here. 

There are certainly dangers in talking about moral 

progress, but one thing seems fai~ly clear; inasfar as there 

has been progress in the history of moral beliefs and 

practices, it has been found largely in the expansion of the 

classes which are considered morally significant. To some 

extent, at least, this is undoubtedly connected with the 

generally increasing availability of goods. After all, when 

resources are scarce, one way to help motivate oneself to 

effectively compete with others is to pretend that their 

interests need not even be taken into account in ethical 
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considerations. If we had nothing to lose by acknowledging 

direct duties to other creatures, it might be easy to get 

most people to do so--to say, for example, that an animal's 

own sake makes some actions less advisable than others, while 

we would never have any reason to consider the "sake" of a 

pebble or a plank. Perhaps real progress will be made when 

we begin thinking of our own interests not as grounds for 

denying that other classes of things have rights, but as 

possible allowances for overriding those rights where 

necessary, but with all due concern and judicious 

consideration. 
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